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AbstratWe prove that square-free perfet graphs are bipartite graphs or line graphs of bipartitegraphs or have a 2-join or a star utset.1 IntrodutionIn this paper, all graphs are simple. A hole is a hordless yle with at least four nodes.A k-hole is a hole with k nodes and a 4-hole is also alled a square. Our main result is adeomposition theorem for graphs that ontain no odd hole and no 4-hole. (We say that agraph G ontains H if H is an indued subgraph of G). Partial results in this diretion wereobtained by Xue [31℄, [32℄, Fouquet [18℄ and reently by Linhares-Sales and Ma�ray [21℄.A graph G is perfet if, in every indued subgraph, the size of a largest lique equals thehromati number. A graph G is minimally imperfet if G is not perfet, but every properindued subgraph of G is perfet. The Strong Perfet Graph Conjeture (SPGC), due toBerge [1℄, states that if G is a minimally imperfet graph, then either G or the omplement ofG is an odd hole. This onjeture was proved reently by Chudnovsky, Robertson, Seymourand Thomas [2℄. In the 70's and 80's, the SPGC was proved for H-free graphs for quitea number of small graphs H. In fat, the lass of square-free graphs was the last lass ofH-free graphs with jV (H)j = 4 for whih the SPGC was not known: Seinshe [26℄ provedit in 1974 for P4-free graphs, Meyniel [22℄, [23℄ in 1976 for paw-free graphs (see also Olariu[24℄), Parthasarathy and Ravindra [25℄ in 1976 for law-free graphs, Tuker [28℄ in 1977 forK4-free graphs, Conforti and Rao [13℄, [14℄, Fonlupt and Zemirline [17℄ and Tuker [29℄ in1987 for diamond-free graphs (see also [4℄).Given a graph G and a subset S of its nodes, G n S denotes the subgraph of G obtainedby removing the nodes in S and the edges with at least one node in S. A node set S is autset of G if the graph G n S has more onneted omponents than G.A node set S is a star if it onsists of a node x and neighbors of x. Chv�atal [3℄ showedthat a minimally imperfet graph annot ontain a star utset.A graph G has a 2-join, denoted by H1jH2, with speial sets A1; B1; A2; B2 that arenonempty and disjoint, if the nodes of G an be partitioned into sets H1 and H2 so thatA1; B1 � H1, A2; B2 � H2, all nodes of A1 are adjaent to all nodes of A2, all nodes of B1are adjaent to all nodes of B2 and these are the only adjaenies between H1 and H2. Also,for i = 1; 2, Hi has at least one path from Ai to Bi and if Ai and Bi are both of ardinality1, then the graph indued by Hi is not a hordless path. Cornu�ejols and Cunningham [16℄showed that a minimally imperfet graph annot ontain a 2-join.The line graph of a graph G is the graph H whose nodes are the edges of G and twonodes r, s of H are adjaent in H if and only if the edges r, s of G are inident to a ommonnode of G. It is well known and easy to prove that that bipartite graphs and line graphs ofbipartite graphs are perfet.The main result of this paper is the following.Theorem 1.1 A square-free graph that ontains no odd hole is bipartite or the line graph ofa bipartite graph or has a star utset or a 2-join.Theorem 1.1 an be used to prove the validity of the SPGC for square-free graphs.2



Theorem 1.2 Let G be a minimally imperfet square-free graph. Then G is an odd hole.Proof: Let G be a minimally imperfet graph. Chv�atal [3℄ showed that G annot ontain astar utset and Cornu�ejols and Cunningham [16℄ showed that G annot ontain a 2-join (seealso Cornu�ejols [15℄). Now if G is a square-free graph, by Theorem 1.1, G must be an oddhole. 2In fat, we prove the following result whih is more general than Theorem 1.1. We signa graph by assigning 0,1 weights to its edges. A graph G is even-signable if there exists asigning suh that, in every triangle the sum of the weights of its edges is odd and in everyhole the sum of the weights is even. It is obvious that G ontains no odd holes if and only ifG is even-signable and the above property is satis�ed by assigning to all the edges of G theweight 1.Theorem 1.3 A square-free even-signable graph is triangle-free or the line graph of a triangle-free graph or has a star utset or a 2-join.In the �rst draft of this paper (February 2001) we made the following observations: \Theapproah followed in this paper to deompose square-free perfet graphs might be used asa template for the deomposition of general perfet graphs in the same way as the workof Conforti and Rao [12℄ on linear balaned matries was a template for the deompositionof general balaned matries [10℄ and [8℄, [9℄. For general perfet graphs, it is natural toonsider as basi not only the bipartite graphs and the line graphs of bipartite graphs, butalso their omplements. In terms of deompositions, star utsets need to be replaed by moregeneral utsets suh as T-utsets and U-utsets (Ho�ang [20℄) or skew partitions (Chv�atal [3℄)."Interestingly, Chudnovsky, Robertson, Seymour and Thomas [2℄ followed suh an approahto prove the SPGC.1.1 Even-signable graphsA wheel, denoted by (H;x), is a graph indued by a hole H and a node x =2 V (H) having atleast three neighbors in H. Node x is the enter of the wheel. If x has k neighbors in H, thewheel is alled a k-wheel. A wheel (H;x) is odd if it ontains an odd number of triangles andis even if it ontains an even number of triangles: That is, (H;x) is odd (even) if the set ofedges of H having both endnodes adjaent to x has odd (even) ardinality.A 3PC(x1x2x3; y) is a graph indued by three hordless paths P 1 = x1; : : : ; y, P 2 =x2; : : : ; y and P 3 = x3; : : : ; y, having no ommon nodes other than y and suh that the onlyadjaenies between nodes of P i n y and P j n y, for i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g distint, are the edges ofthe triangle indued by fx1; x2; x3g. Also, at most one of the paths P 1; P 2; P 3 has length1. We say that a graph G ontains a 3PC(�; :) if it ontains a 3PC(x1x2x3; y) for somex1; x2; x3; y 2 V (G).It is immediate to hek that if G ontains an odd wheel or a 3PC(�; :), G is not even-signable and hene G ontains an odd hole. Our proofs use the following haraterization ofeven-signable graphs, whih an be derived from a theorem of Truemper [27℄. (See also [11℄).Theorem 1.4 [6℄ A graph is even-signable if and only if it does not ontain an odd wheelnor a 3PC(�; :). 3
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z Figure 1: L-parahutes2 WP-Free GraphsIn this setion, we introdue a result proven in [5℄.A line wheel is a 4-wheel (H; v) that ontains exatly two triangles and these two triangleshave only the enter v in ommon. Note that if G is a line wheel, then G is the line graph ofa triangle-free graph. A twin wheel is a 3-wheel ontaining exatly two triangles. A universalwheel is a wheel (H; v) where the enter v is adjaent to all the nodes of H. A triangle-freewheel is a wheel ontaining no triangle. A proper wheel is a wheel that is not any of the abovefour types.De�nition 2.1 An L-parahute LP (a; db; v; z) is a graph indued by a line wheel (H; v)where H = a; : : : ; z; : : : ; b; d; : : : ; ; a, where a, b, , d are the neighbors of v in H, togetherwith a hordless path P = v; : : : ; z of length greater than one. No node of H n fz; a; bg and atmost one node among a, b, may be adjaent to an interior node of P .De�nition 2.2 A T-parahute TP (t; v; a; b; z) is a graph indued by a twin wheel (H; v)where H = a; t; b; : : : ; z; : : : ; a, where t; a; b are the neighbors of v in H, together with ahordless path P = v; : : : ; z of length greater than one. No node of H n fz; a; bg and at mostone node among a, b may be adjaent to an interior node of P .A parahute is either an L-parahute or a T-parahute. A graph G isWP-free if it ontainsneither a proper wheel nor a parahute. The results in [5℄ imply the following:4
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Figure 2: T-parahutesTheorem 2.3 Let G be a square-free even-signable graph. If G is WP-free, then G is atriangle-free graph, or the line graph of a triangle-free graph, or G has a star utset or a2-join.3 Outline of the proofTwo graphs play an important role in our proof of Theorem 1.3:A 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) is the graph ontaining node disjoint triangles a1; a2; a3 and b1; b2; b3,plus three hordless paths, P 1 = a1; : : : ; b1, P 2 = a2; : : : ; b2 and P 3 = a3; : : : ; b3, having noommon nodes and suh that the only adjaenies between the nodes of distint paths arethe edges of the two triangles. A 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) is also referred to as a 3PC(�;�).A beetle is a 4-wheel (H; v) ontaining exatly two triangles and these triangles have twonodes in ommon, the enter v and a node of H.Now as a onsequene of Theorem 2.3, in the proof of Theorem 1.3, we may assume thatG is a square-free graph that ontains a proper wheel or a parahute.-We �rst prove the theorem when G ontains a proper wheel that is not a beetle (Theorem3.6), and show that if G ontains a beetle, then G ontains a 3PC(�;�) plus additional nodesadjaent to it (Setion 4, Theorem 3.4).-We then prove the theorem when G ontains an L-parahute (Setion 5, Theorem 4.3).In all the results that we obtain from Setion 6 on, make use of the fat that the theoremholds whenever G ontains an L-parahute, or a proper wheel that is not a beetle.- In Setion 7 we show that if G ontains a beetle or a T-parahute, then G ontains a3PC(�;�) plus some additional nodes adjaent to it.- From Setion 8 on, we show that the theorem holds when G ontains a 3PC(�;�).4 Proper WheelsGiven a subgraph H of a graph G, a node v 62 V (H) is strongly adjaent to H if jN(v) \V (H)j � 2, where N(v) denotes the set of neighbors of x in G.5



Following the terminology of West [30℄, a path P is a sequene of distint nodes x1; : : : ; xn,n � 1, suh that xixi+1 is an edge, for all 1 � i < n. For i � l, the path xi; xi+1; : : : ; xl isalled the xixl-subpath of P and is denoted by Pxixl . The length of a path or a yle is itsnumber of edges.Let A;B;C be three disjoint node sets suh that no node of A is adjaent to a node ofB. A path P = x1; : : : ; xn onnets A and B if either n = 1 and x1 has neighbors in A andB, or n > 1 and one of the two endnodes of P is adjaent to at least one node in A and theother is adjaent to at least one node in B. The path P is a diret onnetion between A andB if, in the subgraph indued by the node set V (P ) [ A [ B, no path onneting A and Bis shorter than P . A diret onnetion P between A and B avoids C if V (P ) \ C = ;. Thediret onnetion P is said to be from A to B if x1 is adjaent to some node in A and xn tosome node in B.Lemma 4.1 Let (H;x) be a proper even wheel and let y be a node that is not adjaent to xbut has at least 2 neighbors in N(x) \H. Then y has exatly 2 neighbors in H and they areadjaent.Proof: Sine G is square-free and y is not adjaent to x, all the neighbors of y in N(x) areadjaent. So y has exatly two neighbors in N(x) \H, say y1, y2 and y1, y2 are adjaent. Itremains to show that y has no other neighbor in H.Claim 1: Let Q be a subpath of H whose endnodes are in N(x) at least one of whih isdistint from y1, y2 and no interior node of Q is in N(x). Then Q [ fyg ontains an evennumber of triangles.Proof of Claim 1: Assume H ontains a subpath Q with the above properties suh thatQ[fyg ontains an odd number of triangles. Then this number must be 1 and y has exatlytwo neighbors in Q, else Q [ fx; yg indues an odd wheel with enter y. Let xi, xj be theendnodes of Q and yi, yj be the adjaent neighbors of y in Q, losest to xi, xj respetively.Sine G is square-free and the pair yi, yj is distint from y1, y2, we may assume w.l.o.g. thatxi and yi are distint.Let x0i, x0j be the neighbors of xi, xj in H nQ. Sine (H;x) is a proper even wheel, x hasa neighbor in H n fx0i; xi; xj; x0jg. So if y also has a neighbor in H n (Q [ fx0i; x0jg), we have a3PC(yyiyj; x). Therefore N(y) \H � Q [ fx0i; x0jg. Sine (H; y) has a positive even numberof triangles, yi, yj are the only two neighbors of y in Q and xi 6= yi, it follows that xj = yj.So both x and y are adjaent to x0j. Let H 0 be the hole xi; x; x0j ; y; yi; Qyixi . Then (H 0; xj) isan odd wheel. This onludes Claim 1.Sine y is adjaent to y1, y2, it follows by Claim 1 that if y has at least three neighborsin H, then (H; y) ontains an odd number of triangles and is an odd wheel. 2Let (H;x) be a wheel that ontains at least one triangle. A setor of (H;x) is a maximalsubpath Q of H suh that Q [ fxg is a triangle-free graph. Two setors Qi and Qj areadjaent if Qi [Qj [ fxg ontains at least one triangle. Note that a setor may have lengthzero. 6



A bioloring of a proper even wheel (H;x) is a partition of the nodes in H into nonemptysets R and B (the red and blue nodes) so that nodes in the same setor have the same olorwhile nodes in adjaent setors have distint olors.Lemma 4.2 Let (H;x) be a proper even wheel that is biolored and let y be a node that isnot adjaent to x but has at least two neighbors in H painted with distint olors. Then yhas exatly 2 neighbors in H and these nodes are endnodes of adjaent setors of (H;x).Proof: Let y1, y2 be neighbors of y in H having distint olors, suh that one of the y1y2-subpaths of H, say Q, ontains no other neighbor of y. Sine y1, y2 have distint olors, thenQ [ fxg ontains an odd number of triangles. This number must be 1 and x has exatlytwo neighbors in Q, else Q [ fx; yg indues an odd wheel with enter x. Let x1, x2 be theneighbors of x in Q, losest to y1, y2 respetively.If x and y have two ommon neighbors in H, we are done by Lemma 4.1. So we assumew.l.o.g. that y2 6= x2. Let y01, y02 be the neighbors of y1, y2 in H nQ.Claim 1: Node x has a neighbor in H n (Q [ fy01; y02g).Proof of Claim 1: Assume not. Sine (H;x) is a proper even wheel, then y1 = x1, node x isadjaent to both y01, y02 and y01y02 is not an edge. Node y has at least three neighbors in H,else we have an odd wheel with enter x, but y is not adjaent to y01 or y02 else we are doneby Lemma 4.1. Let y3 be the neighbor of y in H nQ losest to y1 and let y002 be the neighborof y02 in H, distint form y2.If y3 6= y002 , there is an odd wheel (H 0; y1) where H 0 = y; y2; y02; x;Hy01y3 ; y. So y3 = y002 andwe have a 3PC(y01y1x; y002 ). This ompletes the proof of Claim 1.If y has a neighbor in H n (Q [ fy01; y02g), by Claim 1, we have a 3PC(x1x2x; y). So allthe neighbors of y in H are inluded in fy01; y1; y2; y02g. Now y1 = x1 and both x and y areadjaent to y01, else we have an odd wheel with enter x. But now we are done by Lemma4.1. 2De�nition 4.3 A diamond is a graph with four nodes and �ve edges. Conneted diamondsD(a1a2a3a4; b1b2b3b4) onsist of two node disjoint sets fa1; : : : ; a4g and fb1; : : : ; b4g eah ofwhih indues a diamond suh that a1a4 and b1b4 are not edges, together with four pathsP 1; : : : ; P 4 suh that for i = 1; : : : ; 4, P i is an aibi-path. Paths P 1; : : : ; P 4 are node disjointand the only adjaenies between them are the edges of the two diamonds.Lemma 4.4 Let R, B be a bioloring of a proper even wheel (H;x) and let P = y1; : : : ; yn,n > 1, be a hordless path with the following properties:1) y1 is adjaent to a node in B and to no node in R, yn is adjaent to a node in R andno node in B, and y1, yn have nonadjaent neighbors in H.2)No node of P is adjaent to x and no interior node of P is adjaent to a node of H.Then (H;x) is a beetle and (H;x) [ P indues onneted diamonds.Proof: Let t1, t2 be blue and red neighbors of y1, yn in H suh that one of the t1t2-subpaths,say Q12 of H is shortest. Then Q12 [ fxg ontains an odd number of triangles and therefore7



x has exatly two neighbors in Q12, else there is an odd wheel. Let x1, x2 be these twoneighbors, losest to t1, t2 in Q12 respetively. Sine (H;x) is a proper wheel and y1, yn havenonadjaent neighbors in H, then y1 or yn has at least one other neighbor in H, else there isan odd wheel with enter x.Assume w.l.o.g. that y1 has at least one other neighbor and let t3 be suh node, losest tot2 in H nQ12. Let t4 be the neighbor of yn, losest to t3 in the t3t2-subpath of H nt1. (Possiblyt4 = t2). Let Q34 be the t3t4-subpath of H n t1. By the above argument, x has exatly twoneighbors in Q34. Let x3, x4 be these two neighbors, losest to t3, t4 in Q34 respetively. Weuse the notation H = t1; Q12; t2; Q24; t4; Q34; t3; Q13; t1. If t2 and t4 oinide, Q24 has length0. Now either t1 and t3 are adjaent or t2 = t4 = x4, else we have a 3PC(x1x2x; y1). Assumethe seond ase does not hold: So t1 and t3 are adjaent. Sine t1 t3 are both blue nodes, xannot be adjaent to both. So, sine (H;x) is not a line wheel, x has at least one neighborx� in H n fx1; x2; x3; x4g and by onstrution x� is an interior node of Q24. This implies thatt2 and t4 are distint and nonadjaent and in H [ P there is a 3PC(y1t1t3; yn).So the seond ase must hold, i.e. t2 = t4 = x4. Furthermore sine x1, x2 are the uniqueneighbors of x in Q12, we must have x2 = t2 = t4 = x4.Sine (H;x) is not a twin wheel, x has at least one other neighbor, say x�, and byonstrution x� is an interior node of Q13. Now x� must be adjaent to both t1, t3, else thereis a 3PC(x1x2x; y1) or a 3PC(x3x4x; y1). Finally t1 6= x1 and t3 6= x3, else (H;x) is eitheran odd wheel or an universal wheel. So (H;x) is a beetle. Finally x� is adjaent to y1, elsewe have a 3PC(x1x2x; t1). Therefore (H;x) [ P indues onneted diamonds. 2Theorem 4.5 Let G be a square-free even-signable graph that ontains a proper even wheel(H;x). Furthermore if (H;x) is a beetle, assume that no onneted diamonds ontain (H;x).Let R;B be a bioloring of the nodes in H and assume w.l.o.g. that B n N(x) is nonempty.Then (N(x) [ x) n R is a star utset of G, separating R from B nN(x).Proof: Assume not and let P = y1; : : : ; yn be a diret onnetion from R to B n N(x) inG n (N(x) [ x [ H). Let yk be the node of lowest index with a neighbor in B that is notadjaent to all the neighbors of y1 in R. (Possibly k = n). By Lemma 4.2, k > 1. So yk hasno neighbor in R. If no node of P with index smaller than k is adjaent to a node in B, thetheorem holds as a onsequene of Lemma 4.4. Let r 2 R be adjaent to y1 and let yj, j < k,be the node of lowest index adjaent to a node b 2 B. Sine j < k, b and r are adjaent. Ifj = 1, by Lemma 4.2, b and r are the unique neighbors of y1 in H and if j > 1, sine G issquare-free and b is adjaent to all the neighbors of y1 in H, r is the unique neighbor of y1in H. Let z be the neighbor of r in H n fbg.Sine (H;x) is a proper even wheel and B nN(x) is nonempty, x has a neighbor b1 2 Bthat is adjaent to neither b nor z. Let b2 be a neighbor of yk in H nfz; r; bg, so that the b1b2-path T in H nfz; r; bg is shortest and let Q = yk; b2; T; b1; x. Then H 0 = x; r; y1; Py1yk ; yk; Q; xis a hole.Claim 1: If z 2 B, then z has no neighbor in H 0 n fx; rg.Proof of Claim 1: Assume not. Then both (H 0; b) and (H 0; z) are wheels. If (H 0; b) is a properwheel, the laim follows by Lemma 4.2 applied to z and a bioloring of (H 0; b). Furthermore8



if (H 0; z) is a proper wheel, then b ontradits Lemma 4.2. So (H 0; b) and (H 0; z) are eitherline wheels or twin wheels. There are three possibilities depending on whether both are linewheels, both are twin wheels or one is a line wheel and the other is a twin wheel. Sine b andz are not adjaent to b1, it an be veri�ed that in all three ases there is an odd wheel or asquare and this proves Claim 1.Let b0 be the �rst neighbor of yk, enountered when traversing Hnfrg from z to b and let Sbe the rb0-subpath of H nfbg. By Claim 1, z has no neighbor in Py1yk , so r; y1; Py1yk ; yk; b0; S; ris a hole. Sine b0 2 B and r 2 R, S [ fxg ontains an odd number of triangles. Therefore xis adjaent to r, z and to no other node of S, else there in an odd wheel with enter x. Inpartiular, by Claim 1, b0 6= z, so b0 62 N(x) and yk = yn.Let x0 be the �rst neighbor of x, enountered when traversing H n frg from b0 to b andlet T be the b0x0-subpath of H n fbg. If b0 is the unique neighbor of yk in T , there is a3PC(xrz; b0). If yk has exatly two neighbors in T , say b0, b00, and b0, b00 are adjaent, there isa 3PC(ykb0b00; x). Finally if yk has two nonadjaent neighbors in T , there is a 3PC(xrz; yk).2 The following result is an immediate onsequene of the above theorem.Theorem 4.6 Let G be a square-free even-signable graph. If G ontains a proper wheel thatis not a beetle, then G has a star utset.5 L-ParahutesIn this setion, we assume that G is a square-free even-signable graph that ontains an L-parahute � = LP (a; db; v; z).We use the following notation. The two triangles are av and bdv. The top path is Pd(the d-path of H n b) and we indiate with 0, d0 the neighbors of  and d in Pd. The bottompath is Pab (the ab-path of H nd). The middle path is Pmz, where z in an interior node in Paband m is a neighbor of v in P .Lemma 5.1 Let y be a node not adjaent to v but adjaent to at least two nodes in fa; b; ; dg.Then N(y) \� is either fa; g or fb; dg.Proof: Sine G is square-free, N(y)\fa; b; ; dg is either fa; g or fb; dg and we assume w.l.o.g.that N(y) \ fa; b; ; dg = fa; g.Claim 1: Pd [ fyg ontains an even number of triangles.Proof of Claim 1: Assume not. If y ontains a neighbor in Pd n f; 0g, sine y is adjaent to, Pd [ fv; yg indues an odd wheel with enter y. So , 0 are the only neighbors of y in Pdand Pd [ fv; a; yg indues an odd wheel with enter . This proves Claim 1.The argument used in Claim 1 also shows that Pab[y ontains an even number of triangles.So a;  are the only neighbors of y in H = Pd [ Pab, else (H; y) is an odd wheel. Suppose yhas a neighbor in Pmz. Note that y is not adjaent to m sine otherwise v; ; y;m indues asquare. Let R be a shortest path from y to b in y [ Pmz [ Pbz nm. Then (R [ Pd [ y; v) isan odd wheel. 29



Lemma 5.2 Let y be a node not adjaent to v but adjaent to a node in Pd and to a nodein Pab [ Pmz. Then N(y) \� is either fa; g or fb; dg.Proof: By Lemma 5.1, it suÆes to assume that y has at most one neighbor in fa; b; ; dg andderive a ontradition.Claim 1: Node y has exatly two neighbors in Pd and they are adjaent.Proof of Claim 1: Assume not, then y has either 1 neighbor or 2 nonadjaent neighbors inPd.If y1 is the unique neighbor of y in Pd, assume w.l.o.g. that y1 6= . When y has aneighbor in Pab [ Pmz n fb;mg there is a 3PC(av; y1). Sine G is square-free, y annot beadjaent to both b and m. If y is adjaent to b then it is not adjaent to d and there is a3PC(av; b). So m is the unique neighbor of y in Pab [Pmz . If y1 = d then v;m; d; y induesa square. So y1 6= d. W.l.o.g. a does not have a neighbor in Pmz n z. But then there is a3PC(av;m).Assume y has nonadjaent neighbors in Pd. Sine y has at most one neighbor infa; b; ; dg, there is a 3PC(av; y) or a 3PC(bdv; y) whenever y has a neighbor in Pab [Pmz n fmg. So m is the unique neighbor of y in Pab [ Pmz and assume w.l.o.g. that a doesnot have a neighbor in Pmz n z. Then there is a 3PC(av;m) and this ompletes Claim 1.So Pd[fyg ontains a unique triangle, say yy1y2. If y has a neighbor in Pab[Pmz nfa; bg,there is a 3PC(yy1y2; v). So y is adjaent to a or b and no other node of Pab. Sine y has atmost one neighbor in fa; b; ; dg, Pd [ Pab [ y indues an odd wheel with enter y. 2Theorem 5.3 Let G be a square-free even-signable graph. If G ontains an L-parahute,then G has a star utset.Proof: We show that, if G ontains an L-parahute � = LP (a; db; v; z) then S = v [N(v) nfa; b;mg is a star utset of G, separating Pd n f; dg from Pab [ Pzm.Assume not and let P = y1; : : : ; yn be a diret onnetion from Pd n f; dg to Pab [ Pmzin G n S. We assume w.l.o.g. that � and P are hosen so that the ardinality of the nodeset of �[P is minimized. By Lemma 5.2 n > 1. It also follows from our assumption that atmost one of , d has a neighbor in P n fyng and if  is adjaent to a node in P n fyng, then0 and possibly  are the only neighbors of y1 in �. From now on, we assume that d has noneighbor in P n fyng.Claim 1: No node of P n fyng is adjaent to .Proof of Claim 1: Assume not. Then 0 and possibly  are the only neighbors of y1 in �.Case 1: Node y1 is the only neighbor of  in P n fyng.If yn has a neighbor in Pab [ Pzm n fa; bg, by Lemma 5.2, yn is not adjaent to  or dand there is a 3PC(y10; v). If yn is adjaent to a, possibly  and to no other node of �there is an odd wheel with enter . If yn is adjaent to b, d and to no other node of �there is a 3PC(y10; d). Finally, if yn is adjaent to b and to no other node of � there is a3PC(y10; b). By Lemma 5.2, these are all the possibilities.10



Case 2: Node  has a neighbor in P n fy1; yng.If yn has a neighbor in Pab [ Pzm n fm; bg, by Lemma 5.2, yn is not adjaent to d. ThenPab[Pzm[fyngnfm; bg ontains a yna-path Q1 and Pab[Pzm[fyng ontains a ynb-path Q2suh that H1 = d; Pd0 ; 0; y1; P; yn; Q1; a; v; d and H2 = d; Pd0 ; 0; y1; P; yn; Q2; b; d are bothholes. Now one of (H1; ), (H2; ) is an odd wheel. If yn is adjaent to b and has no neighborin Pab[Pzmnfm; bg there is a 3PC(av; b). Finally ifm is the only neighbor of yn in Pab[Pzmthere is a 3PC(av;m) or a 3PC(bdv;m). This ompletes Claim 1.By the minimality of � [ P , y1 has either a unique neighbor or two adjaent neighborsin Pd.Assume that y1 has a unique neighbor, say y�, in Pd. If yn is adjaent to  or d, say d,by Lemma 5.2, yn is adjaent to b, d and to no other node of � and there is a 3PC(ynbd; y�).If yn has a neighbor in Pab [ Pzm n fmg there is a 3PC(av; y�) or a 3PC(bdv; y�). So m isthe unique neighbor of yn in � and there is a 3PC(av;m) or a 3PC(bdv;m).So y1 has two neighbors, say y0, y00 in Pd and y0, y00 are adjaent. By Claim 1, y1 isnot adjaent to  or d. If yn has a neighbor in Pab [ Pzm n fa; bg, by Lemma 5.2, yn is notadjaent to  or d and hene there is a 3PC(y0y00y1; v). By Lemma 5.2 yn is not adjaent toboth a and b. So w.l.o.g. a is the unique neighbor of yn in Pab [ Pzm. By Lemma 5.2, yn isnot adjaent to d. If yn is not adjaent to  there is a 3PC(y0y00y1; a) and otherwise there isa 3PC(y0y00y1; ). 26 Nodes Adjaent to a 3PC(�;�)We denote by � a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) with the three paths P 1 = Pa1b1 , P 2 = Pa2b2 andP 3 = Pa3b3 . For i = 1; 2; 3, we denote by a0i the neighbor of ai in P i and by b0i the neighborof bi in P i. For distint i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g, we denote by Hij the hole indued by P i [ P j.Lemma 6.1 Let G be an even-signable graph and let � be a 3PC(�;�). If node u is adjaentto �, then it is one of the following types.Type tj for j = 1; 2; 3: Node u has exatly j neighbors in � and they are either all ontainedin fa1; a2; a3g or all in fb1; b2; b3g.Type p1: Node u has exatly one neighbor in � and u is not of Type t1.Type p2: Node u has exatly two neighbors in �, whih are furthermore adjaent and on-tained in P i for some i 2 f1; 2; 3g.Type p3: Node u has at least two nonadjaent neighbors in �, and all the neighbors of u in� are ontained in P i, for some i 2 f1; 2; 3g.Type p4: Node u has exatly four neighbors in �, u1, u2, u3 and u4, where u1u2 is anedge that belongs to some P i, i 2 f1; 2; 3g, and u3u4 is an edge that belongs to someP j, j 2 f1; 2; 3g n fig. Furthermore, u is not adjaent to both ai and aj, and it is notadjaent to both bi and bj. 11



Type t2p: For distint indies i; j; k 2 f1; 2; 3g and for z 2 fa; bg, u is adjaent to ziand zj, it has at least one neighbor in P k n fzkg, and is not adjaent to any node in(P i [ P j [ fzkg) n fzi; zjg.Type t3p: Node u has at least four neighbors in �. For some z 2 fa; bg, u is adjaent toz1, z2 and z3, and all the other neighbors of u in � belong to P i for some i 2 f1; 2; 3g.Type tj for j = 4; 5; 6: Node u is adjaent to j nodes in fa1; a2; a3; b1; b2; b3g and possiblyother nodes of �. Furthermore, if u is of Type t4, then u has two neighbors in fa1; a2; a3gand two in fb1; b2; b3g.Proof: Assume that u is not of Type p2 or p3. Then, w.l.o.g. u has neighbors in both P 1and P 2.Case 1: u does not have a neighbor in P 3.First assume that u has a unique neighbor in P 1 or P 2, say P 1. Let u1 be the neighbor ofu in P 1, and w.l.o.g. assume that u1 6= a1. Let u2 be the neighbor of u in P 2 that is losest toa2. If u2 6= b2, then the node set P 1[P 2a2u2 [P 3[fug indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; u1). If u2 = b2,then either u is of Type t2 or the node set P 1a1u1 [P 2 [P 3 [ fug indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; u2).Now assume that u has at least two neighbors in both P 1 and P 2. Let u1 (resp. v1) bethe neighbor of u in P 1 that is losest to a1 (resp. b1). Let u2 (resp. v2) be the neighborof u in P 2 that is losest to a2 (resp. b2). First suppose that both u1v1 and u2v2 are edges.If u is adjaent to both a1 and a2, then P 2 [ P 3 [ fu; a1g indues an odd wheel with entera2. So u is not adjaent to both a1 and a2, and similarly u is not adjaent to both b1 and b2.Hene u is of Type p4. Now assume w.l.o.g. that u1v1 is not an edge. If u is not adjaentto all four of the nodes a1, a2, b1 and b2, then either P 1a1u1 [ P 1v1b1 [ P 2a2u2 [ P 3 [ fug orP 1a1u1 [ P 1v1b1 [ P 2v2b2 [ P 3 [ fug indues a 3PC(�; u). So u is adjaent to a1, a2, b1 and b2,and hene it is of Type t4.Case 2: u has a neighbor in P 3.For i 2 f1; 2; 3g, let ui (resp. vi) be the neighbor of u in P i that is losest to ai (resp. bi).If u is adjaent to at most one node in fa1; a2; a3g and at most one node in fb1; b2; b3g, thenthe node set P 1v1b1 [ P 2v2b2 [ P 3v3b3 [ fug indues a 3PC(b1b2b3; u). So assume w.l.o.g. that uis adjaent to b1 and b2. If u does not have a neighbor in (P 1 [ P 2) n fb1; b2g, then u is ofType t2p, t3 or t3p. So assume w.l.o.g. that u1 6= b1. Suppose u is not of Type t4, t5 ot t6.Then u is adjaent to at most one node of fa1; a2; a3g. If u2 = b2 and u3 = b3, then u is ofType t3p. Otherwise, P 1a1u1 [ P 2a2u2 [ P 3a3u3 [ fug indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; u). 2Nodes adjaent to � are further lassi�ed as follows.Type t6a: A node u that is of Type t6 w.r.t. �, suh that none of the paths of � is an edgeand u has no neighbors in the interior of any of the paths of �.Type t6b: A node u that is of Type t6 w.r.t. � but is not of Type t6a w.r.t. �.Type t4d: For distint i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g, N(u) \ fa1; a2; a3; b1; b2; b3g = fa1; a2; a3; b1; b2; b3g nfai; bjg. 12
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Type t4s: For some i 2 f1; 2; 3g, N(u)\fa1; a2; a3; b1; b2; b3g = fa1; a2; a3; b1; b2; b3gnfai; big.Lemma 6.2 Let G be a square-free even-signable graph with no star utset. If � = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3)then the following holds.(i) If u is of Type t6b w.r.t. �, then u is adjaent to all nodes of �.(ii) If u is of Type t5 w.r.t. �, say not adjaent to a3, then none of the paths of � is anedge and N(u) \� = fa1; a2; b1; b2; b3; b03g.(iii) If u is of Type t4d w.r.t. �, say not adjaent to a3 and b2, and a1b1 is not an edge,then N(u) \ � = fa1; a2; a02; b1; b3; b03g, fa1; a2; b1; b3; b01g or fa1; a2; a01; b1; b3g.(iv) If u is of Type t4s w.r.t. �, say not adjaent to a3 and b3, then a1b1 and a2b2 are notedges.Proof: Let u be of Type t6 w.r.t. �. For i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g, (Hij; u) must be a line wheel or auniversal wheel. If (H12; u) is a line wheel, then so is (H13; u), and hene none of the paths of� is an edge and u has no neighbors in the interior of any of the paths of �, i.e. u is of Typet6a w.r.t. �. If (H12; u) is a universal wheel, then so is (H13; u), and hene u is adjaent toall nodes of �.Let u be of Type t5 w.r.t. �, say not adjaent to a3. Suppose that (H12; u) is a universalwheel. Sine G is square-free, a1b1 and a2b2 annot both be edges. W.l.o.g. a1b1 is not anedge. But then (H13; u) is a proper wheel that is not a beetle, ontraditing Theorem 4.6. So(H12; u) annot be a universal wheel, and hene it must be a line wheel. But then (H13; u)must be a beetle, and so (ii) holds.Let u be of Type t4d w.r.t. �, say not adjaent to a3 and b2. Suppose a1b1 is not anedge. (H12; u) must be a beetle or a line wheel. Suppose (H12; u) is a line wheel. ThenN(u) \ (P 1 [ P 2) = fa1; a2; b1; b01g. If u has a neighbor in P 3 n b3, then (H13; u) is a properwheel that is not a beetle, ontraditing Theorem 4.6. So now assume that (H12; u) is a beetle.Suppose that u is adjaent to a01. Then N(u)\(P 1[P 2) = fa1; a2; a01; b1g. If u has a neighboron P 3 n b3, then (H13; u) is a proper wheel that is not a beetle, ontraditing Theorem 4.6.Finally suppose that u is adjaent to a02. Then N(u)\ (P 1 [P 2) = fa1; a2; a02; b1g. But then(H23; u) must be a line wheel and hene N(u) \ P 3 = fb3; b03g.Let u be of Type t4s w.r.t. �, say not adjaent to a3 and b3. Suppose a1b1 is an edge.SineG is square-free, a2b2 is not an edge. Node umust have a neighbor in P 3, sine otherwiseP 3 [ fa1; a2; b1; ug indues an odd wheel with enter a1. So (H13; u) must be a line wheel.But then (H23; u) is a proper wheel that is not a beetle, ontraditing Theorem 4.6. So a1b1is not an edge, and similarly neither is a2b2. 2If node u is of Type p3, t2p or t3p w.r.t. �, then a subset of the node set �[fug induesa �0 = 3PC(�;�) that ontains u. We say that �0 is obtained by substituting u into �. If uis of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. �, and for some z 2 fa; bg and i 2 f1; 2; 3g, �0 does not ontainzi, then we say that u is a sibling of zi.
14



7 Beetles and T-ParahutesTo prove the main result of this setion, we need the following lemma, whose proof appearsin [5℄.Lemma 7.1 Let G be a T-parahute TP (t; v; a; b; z) that is not an L-parahute and suh thatno proper subgraph of G is a parahute or a proper wheel. Then G is one of the followinggraphs, see Figure 2.Type a: No interior node of P is adjaent to a or b.Type b: An interior node of P is adjaent to a or b, say a, (Cb; a) is a triangle-free wheeland a is adjaent to z.Type : An interior node of P is adjaent to a or b, say a, (Cb; a) is a twin wheel and a isadjaent to z.Theorem 7.2 Let G be a square-free even-signable graph. Assume that G has no 3PC(�;�)with a Type t2, t2p or t4 node. Then G is a triangle-free graph, or the line graph of a triangle-free graph, or G has a star utset or a 2-join.Proof: By Theorem 2.3, the result holds for WP-free graphs. By Theorem 4.6, the resultholds when G ontains a proper wheel that is not a beetle. By Theorem 5.3, the resultholds when G ontains an L-parahute. So we may assume that G ontains a beetle or aT-parahute.Let � be a beetle or a T-parahute TP (t; v; a; b; z). If � is a T-parahute, by Lemma 7.2,we assume that � is of Type a, b or  of Figure 2. If � is a beetle (H; v), denote the neighborsof v on the hole by a; t; b; z where atv and tbv are the triangles. If � is a T-parahute, denoteby (H; v) its twin wheel with enter v. We assume w.l.o.g. that if � is a T-parahute ofType , then G ontains no beetle and no T-parahute of Type a or b. We denote by P thepath of � from v to z that uses no edge of H and by Hza and Hzb the subpaths of H from zto a and from z to b that do not ontain node t. W.l.o.g. b has no neighbor in the interior ofP . Let C be the hole of � ontaining b; v; z. Consider the star S = (v [N(v)) n ft;mg wherem is the neighbor of v in � distint from a; b; t. Assume that S is not a utset separatingt from B = V (�) n fa; b; v; tg and let Q = x1; : : : ; xn be a diret onnetion from t to B inG n S. No node of Q is adjaent to both a and b sine G is square-free.Case 1: n = 1, or n > 1 and no node of Qx1xn�1 is adjaent to a or b.Node xn has at least one neighbor in C if � is a T-parahute of Type b or  and, bysymmetry, we assume w.l.o.g. that this is also the ase when � is a beetle or a T-parahuteof Type a.If xn has exatly one neighbor p in C, then there is a 3PC(bvt; p) sine p is distint fromb and v.Assume xn has exatly two adjaent neighbors in C. Assume �rst that one of theseneighbors is b and the other is b0 adjaent to b in Hzb. If n = 1, there is an odd wheel withenter b. So n > 1. If xn has no neighbor in Hza n z, there is a 3PC(xnbb0; t). Let z0 be the15



neighbor of z in Hza. If xn has a neighbor in Hza n fz; z0g, then there is a 3PC(xnbb0; v).Therefore xn is adjaent to z0. If b0 6= z, (H;xn) is an odd wheel. So b0 = z and (H;xn) is atwin wheel. Now Q[� n b indues a 3PC(�;�) and b is a Type t4s node with respet to it,so the result holds.Now assume that both neighbors of xn in C are distint from b. Then there is a 3PC(�;�)with a node of Type t2 (when � is a beetle or of Type a) or of Type t2p (when � is of Type b)or of Type t4d (when � is of Type ). Therefore the result holds.Assume xn has two nonadjaent neighbors in C. Then there is a 3PC(bvt; xn) if n > 1or if xn is not adjaent to b. So assume n = 1 and x1 is adjaent to b. If x1 has a neighborin Hza n z, there is an odd wheel with enter t. So all the neighbors of x1 in � are in C [ t.If � is a beetle, there is a 3PC(avt; z). So � is a T-parahute. Assume �rst that � is ofType a. If x1 has no neighbor in P , there is a 3PC(avt; z). If x1 has a unique neighbor p inP , there is a 3PC(avt; p). Therefore x1 has several neighbors in P . Node z is adjaent to bsine, otherwise, there is an odd wheel with enter t. Let p be the neighbor of x1 in P thatis losest to z. Then Hza [ Pzp [ ft; x1g indues a hole H1 and, if p 6= z, (H1; b) is an oddwheel. So p = z. Let z0 be the neighbor of z in P . If x1 has a neighbor in P n fz; z0g, thereis a 3PC(bzx1; v). So the neighbors of x1 in P are exatly z and z0 and therefore (C; x1) isa twin wheel. Then (� n b) [ x1 indues a 3PC(�;�) and b is a Type t4d strongly adjaentnode with respet to it, so the result holds. Now assume that � is a T-parahute of Type bor . Node x1 is not adjaent to m sine, otherwise, m; v; t; x1 would be a square. Sine x1has a neighbor in C distint from b and its neighbor in C, there is an odd wheel with entert.Case 2: n > 1 and some node of Qx1xn�1 is adjaent to a or b.Let xj be suh a node with lowest index.Assume �rst that j � 2. Denote by d the node among a; b that is adjaent to xj. Let Rbe a shortest path from xn to v in � n fa; b; tg and let R0 be a shortest path in � n ft; v; dgfrom xn to the node d0 among a; b that is distint from d. Let H1 be the hole indued byR [ Q [ t and H2 the hole indued by R0 [ Q [ t. We will show that the wheel (H1; d) isa proper wheel that is not a beetle. (H1; d) is not a universal wheel sine d is not adjaentto x1 nor a triangle-free wheel sine d is adjaent to v and t, nor a twin wheel sine xj isadjaent to d but not to t or v. Suppose (H1; d) is a line wheel. Then (H2; d) is a properwheel. Suppose (H2; d) is a beetle. Then j = n�1 and z is adjaent to both xn and d, and xnhas a neighbor in Pvz n z. Note that if d = b, then az annot be an edge (sine bz is an edgeand H annot be a square) and hene � annot be a T -parahute of Type a or b. If xn has aneighbor in P n fz; z0g (where z0 is the neighbor of z in P ), then there is a 3PC(tvd0; xn). Soz and z0 are the only neighbors of xn in P , and hene there is a 3PC(4;4) with a Type t4dnode and the result holds. Finally, suppose (H1; d) is a beetle. Then d = a, � is of Type and xn is adjaent to m. If xn has no other neighbor in �, there is a 3PC(tvd0;m). If xnhas a neighbor distint from m and z in C, there is a 3PC(tvd0; xn). If xn has exatly m andz as neighbors, there is a 3PC(�;�) with node d being of Type t4d relative to it. So theresult holds. Therefore (H1; d) is a proper wheel that is not a beetle. So the result holds byTheorem 4.6.Assume now that j = 1. Denote by d the node among a; b that is adjaent to x1.Case 2.1: No node of Qx2xn is adjaent to a or b.16



If every hordless path from xn to t in � n fd; vg ontains m, then let R1 be suh a pathand let H3 be the hole R1 [ Q. Then (H3; v) is an odd wheel unless d = b and � is a T-parahute of Type . But then Q [ � n v indues a 3PC(�;�) and v is a strongly adjaentnode of Type t4d with respet to it. So the result holds.Now assume some hordless path R2 from xn to t in � n fd; vg does not ontain m. If R2does not ontain neighbors of d, then let H4 be the hole (R2 n t) [Q [ fv; dg. Then (H4; t)is an odd wheel. So R2 ontains a neighbor of d. Let H5 be the hole R2 [Q. Then (H5; d)is an odd wheel.Case 2.2: Some node of Qx2xn is adjaent to a or b.Let xk be suh a node with lowest index. If xk is not adjaent to d, then Qx1xk [fa; v; bgindues a hole H6 and (H6; t) is an odd wheel. So xk is adjaent to d. Let H7 be a hole inQ [ � n fa; bg that ontains v. Sine d is adjaent to v; t; x1 and xk, the wheel (H7; d) is aproper wheel or a universal wheel.Case 2.2.1: (H7; d) is a proper wheel.If (H7; d) is not a beetle, the result holds by Theorem 4.6. So assume (H7; d) is a beetle.If d = a then � annot be a T-parahute of Type . The node in fa; bg n fdg has no neighborin Q, sine otherwise a subpath of Q together with a, t and b indues an odd wheel withenter d. Let R be a hordless path from xn to t in � n fd; vg. Some interior node of Rmust be adjaent to d sine, otherwise, there is an odd wheel with enter d. xn must havea neighbor in � distint from the neighbor d0 of d in Hzd sine, if d0 were the only neighborof xn in �, the assumption that (H7; d) is a beetle would be ontradited. This implies thatd0 = z and that xn has all its neighbors in P . So � is not a beetle. Let H8 be the hole R[Q.(H8; d) is a wheel. Sine d is adjaent to t and x1 but not its neighbors on H8, it is not abeetle. So if (H8; d) is a proper wheel, the result holds by Theorem 4.6. If (H8; d) is not aproper wheel, it must be a line wheel. This implies that k = n and that xn is adjaent to z.If d = b then, sine bz is an edge, az annot be an edge (else H is a square) and so � annotbe a T-parahute of Type . � annot be a T-parahute of Type b sine, otherwise, d = aand there is a 3PC(azxn; v). So � is a T-parahute of Type a. Sine (H7; d) is a beetle, xnhas a neighbor in P n z. If xn has a neighbor in P n z distint from the neighbor z0 of z, thereis a 3PC(dzxn; v). So xn has exatly three neighbors in �, namely d; z and z0. In this ase,Q[� n d indues a 3PC(�;�) and the node d is a strongly adjaent node of Type t4d withrespet to it. So the result holds.Case 2.2.2: (H7; d) is a universal wheel.Then � is a T-parahute of Type  and d = a. Let H9 be the hole in Q [ � n fa; vg thatontains b. Then (H9; a) is a proper wheel that is not a beetle unless n = 2 and xn has aneighbor in C nfz;m; v; bg. Sine n = 2, x2 is not adjaent to m (otherwise there is a 5-wheelwith enter a) but x2 is adjaent to z sine (H7; a) is a universal wheel. Let z0 be the neighborof z on C distint from m and p the neighbor of x2 losest to b in H n fa; zg. Suppose p 6= z0and let H10 be the hole indued by Hbp [ fv;m; z; x2g. Then (H10; a) is an odd wheel. Sop = z0. But now � n a [ fx1; x2g indues a 3PC(�;�) and node a is a Type t4s node. Sothe result holds. 217



Figure 4: Crosspath8 Di�erent PathsIn this setion, we assume that G is an even-signable graph.De�nition 8.1 A rosspath w.r.t. � = 3PC(�;�) is a hordless path P = x1; : : : ; xn inG n � that satis�es one of the following:� n = 1 and x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. �, or� n > 1, x1 and xn are of Type p2 w.r.t. �, with neighbors in di�erent paths of �, andno interior node of P has a neighbor in �. See Figure 4If x1 or xn has neighbors in a path P i of �, we say that P is a P i-rosspath w.r.t. �.De�nition 8.2 A weak onnetion w.r.t. � = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) is a hordless path P =x1; : : : ; xn in G n � suh that no interior node of P has a neighbor in �, N(x1) \� = p andN(xn)\� = q, p 6= q, and either both p, q are ontained in fa1; a2; a3g or both are ontainedin fb1; b2; b3g.Theorem 8.3 Let G be an even-signable graph, let � = 3PC(�;�) and let P = x1; : : : ; xn,n > 1, be a hordless path in G n�. If ; 6= N(x1)\� � P i, ; 6= N(xn)\� � P j, i 6= j, andno interior node of P has a neighbor in �, then P is a rosspath or a weak onnetion w.r.t.�. If, furthermore, G is square-free and has no star utset, then P is always a rosspath.Proof: Assume w.l.o.g. that i = 1 and j = 2. Sine N(x1) \ � � P 1 and N(xn) \ � � P 2,x1 and xn are of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t. �. Suppose that P is not a rosspath. Thenw.l.o.g. x1 is of Type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. �. If x1 is of Type p3 w.r.t. �, then we onsiderthe 3PC(�;�) obtained by substituting x1 into �. It follows from Lemma 6.1 that xn is ofType t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t. this new 3PC(�;�). So we may assume that x1 is of Type t118



or p1 w.r.t. � and similarly that xn is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. �. If xn is of Type p2w.r.t. �, then the node set P 1 [ P 2 [ P indues a 3PC(�; :). Hene xn is also of Type t1or p1 w.r.t. �. Let u1 (resp. u2) be the unique neighbor of x1 (resp. xn) in �. W.l.o.g.u1 6= a1. If u1 = b1 and u2 = b2, then P is a weak onnetion, and otherwise the node setP 1 [ P 2a2u2 [ P 3 [ P indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; u1).Now assume thatG is square-free and has no star utset. Suppose � = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3)has a weak onnetion P = x1; : : : ; xn from a1 to a2. Let S = (N(a1) [ a1) n fx1; a01g. SineS is not a star utset, there exists a diret onnetion Q = y1; : : : ; ym from P to � n S inGnS. The nodes of P [P 1[P 3[a2 indue a Mikey Mouse as de�ned in [6℄. By the MikeyMouse theorem [6℄, some node of Q is adjaent to both a2 and a3. Choose P;Q suh that Qis as short as possible subjet to the ondition that P is a weak onnetion with one endnodeadjaent to a1 and the other adjaent to either a2 or a3. Let yk be the node of lowest indexadjaent to both a2 and a3.Claim 1: If k � 2, no node y1; : : : ; yk�1 is adjaent to a2 or a3.Proof of Claim 1: Suppose not and let yj be the node of lowest index adjaent to a2 or a3(note that j = 1 is possible). Node y1 has a unique neighbor on P and this neighbor isxn sine, otherwise, our hoie of P;Q would be violated. If yj is adjaent to a3, there is a3PC(a1a2a3; xn). So yj is adjaent to a2. Let yi, j < i � k, be the node of lowest indexadjaent to a3. Then W = (Qy1yia3a1P; a2) is a wheel that is not triangle-free, universal, atwin wheel or a beetle. Suppose it is a line wheel with triangles a2xny1 and a1a2a3. Theni < k and therefore there is an L-parahute with middle path a2; yk; yk�1; : : : ; yi. But thenG has a star utset by Theorem 5.3, a ontradition. So W is a proper wheel that is not abeetle. But then G has a star utset by Theorem 4.6, a ontradition. This ompletes theproof of Claim 1.Let S0 = (N(a2) [ a2) n fxn; a02g. Sine G has no star utset, there is a diret onnetionQ0 = z1; : : : ; zp from P to � n S0 in G n S0. By the Mikey Mouse theorem applied to theMikey Mouse indued by the nodes P [ P 2 [ P 3 [ a1, there is node of Q0 adjaent to botha1 and a3. Let zl be the node of lowest index in Q0 adjaent to both a1 and a3. Let zt be thenode of lowest index in Q0 that is adjaent to a1 or a3.Case 1: t < lSuppose �rst that zt is adjaent to a3. Then z1 is adjaent to a1; P in a triangle sine,otherwise, there is a 3PC(a1a2a3; :). Let u; v be the neighbors of z1 on P . If u; v 6= a1, thenthere is a 3PC(z1uv; a1). So u or v oinides with a1. But then there is an L-parahuteindued by a subpath of P [Q0z1zl [ fa1; a2; a3g. So, by Theorem 5.3, there is a star utset,a ontradition.So zt is adjaent to a1. Let zr be the node of Q0 with lowest index adjaent to a3. Clearlyt < r � l. Let H be the hole passing through a3 in Q0 [ P [ a3. Then (H; a1) is a wheelthat is not triangle-free, universal or a twin wheel. If r < l, then the wheel (H; a1) is nota beetle. Suppose it is a line wheel with triangles a1x1zt and a1a2a3. Then there is anL-parahute with middle path being a subpath of a1; zl; zl�1; : : : ; zt. If (H; a1) is a line wheelwith triangles a1ztzt+1 and a1a2a3, then there is an L-parahute with middle path being asubpath of a1; zl; : : : ; zr. But then G has a star utset by Theorem 5.3, a ontradition. So19
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Figure 5: Paths from a Type t1 nodeW is a proper wheel that is not a beetle. But then G has a star utset by Theorem 4.6, aontradition. Therefore r = l. Now (H; a1) is not an L-wheel. Sine G does not have a starutset, (H; a1) annot be a proper wheel by Theorem 4.6, so it must be a beetle. Note that Qis a path from the top of the beetle to the bottom that does not indue onneted diamondswith the nodes of the beetle (sine yk is adjaent to a2), ontraditing Lemma 4.4.Case 2: t = lLet R be a shortest path from yk to zl in P [ Q [ Q0. If R ontains neither x1 nor xn,then R [ fa1; a2; a3g indues an odd wheel with enter a3. So R ontains x1 or xn and Q,Q0 have no adjaent nodes. W.l.o.g. assume that y1 is adjaent to x1 or xn. Then there is a3PC(a1a3zl; x1) or a 3PC(a2a3yk; xn). 2Lemma 8.4 Let P = x1; : : : ; xn be a hordless path in Gn� suh that x1 is of Type t1 w.r.t.�, say adjaent to a1, xn has a neighbor in � n fa1; a2; a3g, and no interior node of P has aneighbor in �. Then one of the following holds.(i) xn is of Type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. �, with a neighbor in P 1.(ii) xn is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. � and N(xn) \ (P 2 [ P 3) = fb2; b3g.(iii) xn is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. � with at least two neighbors in fa1; a2; a3g.(iv) xn is of Type p2 or p4 w.r.t. � and it is adjaent to a1.(v) xn is of Type t4, t5 or t6 w.r.t. �.Proof: Suppose xn is of Type t1 or p1 with a unique neighbor u in �. If u is not in P 1, thenP 2 [P 3[P [x indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; u). Similarly, if xn is of Type p3, then it must satisfy20
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xn Figure 6: Paths from a Type t2 node(i), else there is a 3PC(a1a2a3; xn). Suppose xn is of Type p2, with neighbors u and v in �,and w.l.o.g. assume that u and v are not in P 3. If xn does not satisfy (iv), then P 1 [P 2 [Pindues a 3PC(uvxn; a1). If xn is of Type t2 and it does not satisfy (ii), then w.l.o.g. we mayassume that it is adjaent to b1 and b3, and hene P [ P 2 [ P 3 indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; b3).Suppose xn is of Type t2p or t3p and it does not satisfy (ii) or (iii). W.l.o.g. xn is adjaentto b1; b3 and it has a neighbor in P 2 n b2. Then (P [P 1[P 2)n b2 ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; xn).If xn is of Type t3, then it is adjaent to b1; b2; b3 and P [P 1[P 2 indues a 3PC(b1b2xn; a1).Finally assume that xn is of Type p4. If the neighbors of xn in � are ontained in P 2 [ P 3,then ((P 2 [P 3) n fb2; b3g)[P [a1 ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; xn). Else, we may assume w.l.o.g.that the neighbors of xn in � are ontained in P 1 [ P 2. If xn does not satisfy (v), then(� n fb2; a01g) [ P ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; xn). 2Lemma 8.5 Let P = x1; : : : ; xn be a hordless path in Gn� suh that x1 is of Type t2 w.r.t.�, say adjaent to a1 and a3, xn has a neighbor in � n fa1; a2; a3g, and no interior node ofP has a neighbor in �. Then one of the following holds.(i) xn is of Type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. �, with a neighbor in P 2.(ii) xn is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. � and N(xn) \ (P 1 [ P 3) = fb1; b3g.(iii) xn is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. � with at least two neighbors in fa1; a2; a3g.(iv) xn is of Type t4, t5 or t6 w.r.t. � 21



Proof: Suppose xn is of Type t1 or p1 with u being its unique neighbor in � and (i) does nothold. Then w.l.o.g. u is in P 1 and hene P 1 [P 3 [P indues a 3PC(x1a1a3; u). Suppose xnis of Type p3 and it does not satisfy (i). W.l.o.g. the neighbors of xn in � are in P 1. If n = 2and xn is adjaent to a1, then P 1 [ P 2 [ P [ a3 ontains an odd wheel with enter a1, andotherwise P 1[P 3[P ontains a 3PC(x1a1a3; xn). Suppose xn is of Type p2, with neighborsu and v in �, and w.l.o.g. assume that u and v are not in P 3. If xn is not adjaent to a1, thenP 1 [ P 2 [ P indues a 3PC(xnuv; a1). So xn is adjaent to a1, and hene P 1 [ P 2 [ P [ a3indues an odd wheel with enter a1 when n > 2 and P 1 [ P 3 [ P indues an odd wheelwith enter a1 when n = 2. If xn is of Type t2, adjaent to b2 and say b1, then P 1 [ P 2 [ Pindues a 3PC(xnb1b2; a1). So, if xn is of Type t2, then it satis�es (ii). Similarly, if xn is ofType t3, then there is a 3PC(xnb1b2; a1). If xn is of Type t2p or t3p, and it does not satisfy(ii) or (iii), then w.l.o.g. we may assume that xn is adjaent to b1; b2 and a node of P 3 n b3.But then P 1 [ P 2 [ P indues a 3PC(xnb1b2; a1). Finally assume that xn is of Type p4. Ifthe neighbors of xn in � are ontained in P 1 [P 3, then w.l.o.g. xn is not adjaent to a3 andhene (� n fa1; a03g)[P ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; xn). Otherwise, w.l.o.g. we may assume thatthe neighbors of xn in � are ontained in P 1 [ P 2, and hene (� n fa1; a2g) [ P ontains a3PC(b1b2b3; xn) 2Lemma 8.6 Let P = x1; : : : ; xn be a hordless path in Gn� suh that x1 is of Type t3 w.r.t.�, say adjaent to a1; a2 and a3, xn has a neighbor in � n fa1; a2; a3g, and no interior nodeof P has a neighbor in �. Then one of the following holds.(i) xn is of Type p2 or t3 w.r.t. �.(ii) n = 2, xn is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. � with at least two neighbors in fb1; b2; b3g andxn is adjaent to a1; a2 or a3.(iii) xn is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. � with at least two neighbors in fa1; a2; a3g.(iv) n = 2, xn is of Type p3 w.r.t. � adjaent to a1, a2 or a3.(v) xn is of Type t4, t5 or t6 w.r.t �.Proof: If xn is of Type t1 ot p1 with its neighbor u in say P1, then there is a 3PC(a1a2x1; u).If xn is of Type p3, with neighbors in say P 1, and (iv) does not hold, then P 2 [ P 3 [ Pontains a 3PC(x1a1a2; xn). By Lemma 8.5, xn annot be of Type t2 w.r.t. �. Suppose xnis of Type t2p or t3p, but (ii) and (iii) do not hold. Then w.l.o.g. xn is a sibling of b1, andhene (P 1 [ P 2 [ P ) n b1 ontains a 3PC(x1a1a2; xn). Finally assume that xn is of Type p4,with neighbors w.l.o.g. in P 2 [ P 3. Then (� [ P ) n fa1; a3g ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; xn). 2
22



9 Type t4, t5 and t6b NodesTheorem 9.1 Let G be a square-free even-signable graph. If G ontains a � = 3PC(�;�)with a Type t4, t5 or t6b node then G has a star utset.Proof: Assume G has no star utset. Then by Theorem 4.6, G ontains no proper wheel thatis not a beetle.Let C be the set of all ordered pairs �; u suh that � = 3PC(�;�) and u is of Type t4,t5 or t6b w.r.t. �.For �; u 2 C, we assume w.l.o.g. that if u is of Type t5 w.r.t. � then u is not adjaentto a3, if u is of Type t4d w.r.t. � then u is not adjaent to a3 and b2, and if u is of Type t4sw.r.t. � then u is not adjaent to a3 and b3.For �; u 2 C de�ne the orresponding sets S as follows. If u is of Type t5 or t6 w.r.t.�, then let S = (N(u) [ u) n (� n fa1; a2; b2; b3g). If u is of Type t4d w.r.t. �, thenlet S = (N(u) [ u) n (� n fa1; a2; b1; b3g). If u is of Type t4s w.r.t. �, then let S =(N(u)[u) n (� n fa1; a2; b1; b2g). Sine S is not a star utset, there exists a diret onnetionP = x1; : : : ; xn in GnS from P 1[P 2 to P 3. Let �; u be hosen from C so that the ardinalityof N(u) \� is minimized and, subjet to this, the size of the orresponding P is minimized.Claim 1: No node of P is of Type t4, t5 or t6 w.r.t. �.Proof of Claim 1: It is enough to show that if v and w are both of Type t4, t5 or t6 w.r.t. �,then vw is an edge. Suppose not. Sine v and w both have at least two neighbors in eah ofthe sets fa1; a2; a3g and fb1; b2; b3g, for some i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g, ai and bj are ommon neighborsof v and w. Sine fai; bj ; u; vg annot indue a square, aibj is an edge. W.l.o.g. i = j = 2,N(v)\fa1; a2; a3g = fa1; a2g and N(w)\fa1; a2; a3g = fa2; a3g. But then fa1; a2; a3; b2; v; wgindues an odd wheel with enter a2. This ompletes the proof of Claim 1.Claim 2: No node of P is of Type p3 w.r.t. �.Proof of Claim 2: Suppose xi is of Type p3 w.r.t. �. Let �0 be obtained from � bysubstituting xi into �. Sine xi 2 GnS, node xi is not adjaent to u. Therefore jN(u)\�0j �jN(u)\�j. Therefore �0; u and P 0, where P 0 = Px1xi�1 or P 0 = Pxi+1xn , ontradit our hoieof �; u and P . This ompletes the proof of Claim 2.Claim 3: No node of P is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. �.Proof of Claim 3: Suppose that xi is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. � and let �0 be obtainedfrom � by substituting xi for its sibling. Note that u annot be of Type t6 w.r.t. �, sineotherwise u is of Type t5 w.r.t. �0, ontraditing our hoie of �; u. In partiular, u is notadjaent to a3.Suppose xi is a sibling of a1. Sine u is adjaent to a2; b1 and at least one of b2; b3, andit is not adjaent to xi and a3, node u must be of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t �0, adjaent to b3.In partiular, N(u) \ P 3 = fb3g and b1 is the unique neighbor of u in the xib1-path of �0.Node xi is not adjaent to b1, else fa2; b1; xi; ug indues a square. Hene (H13; u) must bea line wheel with u adjaent to a01. But then (P 1 n fa1; b1g) [ P 3 [ fa2; u; xig ontains a3PC(xia2a3; u). 23



Suppose xi is a sibling of a2. Sine u is adjaent to a1; b1 and at least one of b2; b3, and itis not adjaent to a3 and xi, it must be of Type t3p w.r.t. �0, and hene of Type t5 w.r.t. �.Sine u is of Type t3p w.r.t. �0, N(u) \ P 3 = fb3g. But this ontradits Lemma 6.2 appliedto � and u.Suppose xi is a sibling of a3. Then i > 1 and u is of the same type w.r.t. �0 as it is w.r.t.�. But then �0; u and Px1xi�1 ontradit our hoie of �; u and P .Suppose xi is a sibling of b1. Then u is of Type t2p or t4d w.r.t. �0, adjaent to b3. If uis of Type t4d w.r.t. �0, then �0; u ontradit our hoie of �; u. So u is of Type t2p w.r.t.�0. In partiular, N(u) \ P 2 = fa2g. So u must be of Type t4d w.r.t. �. Node xi annotbe adjaent to a1, else fa1; b3; xi; ug indues a square. So a1b1 is not an edge. By Lemma6.2, N(u) \ P 3 = fb3g and u has a neighbor in P 1 n fa1; b1g. So there is a subpath P 0 ofP 1 n fa1; b1g suh that one endnode of P 0 is adjaent to u, the other to xi and no propersubpath of P 0 has this property. But then P 2 [ P 0 [ fb3; xi; ug indues a 3PC(b2b3xi; u).Suppose xi is a sibling of b2. Then u must be of Type t4d w.r.t. �0. Node xi is notadjaent to a2, else fa2; b3; xi; ug indues a square. So i = 1. Sine u is adjaent to b3, nodeb3 is in S and hene n > 1. But then �0; u and Px2xn ontradit our hoie of �; u and P .Finally suppose that xi is a sibling of b3. Then u is of Type t4s w.r.t. �0. If u is of Typet5 w.r.t. �, then �0; u ontradit our hoie of �; u. So u is of Type t4s w.r.t. �. Hene i = nand n > 1. But then �0; u and Px1xi�1 ontradit our hoie of �; u and P . This ompletesthe proof of Claim 3.Claim 4: If xi is of Type p4 w.r.t. �, then i = 1 and the neighbors of xi in � are ontainedin P 1 [ P 2.Proof of Claim 4: Suppose xi is of Type p4 w.r.t. �. If the neighbors of xi in � are ontainedin P 1 [ P 2 then i = 1.Suppose that the neighbors of xi in � are ontained in P k[P 3 for k = 1 or 2. For j = k; 3,let uj (resp. vj) be the neighbor of xi is P j that is losest to aj (resp. bj). If u is of Type t6bw.r.t. �, then by Lemma 6.2, u is adjaent to all nodes of � and hene fu; xi; vk; u3g induesa square. Therefore, u is not adjaent to a3.First suppose that xi is adjaent to a3. Then xi is not adjaent to ak and so (�[xi)nP 3v3b3indues a �0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; ukvkxi). Sine u is adjaent to a1; a2; b1 and it is not adjaentto a3; xi, it must be of Type t4s w.r.t. �0. Hene u is adjaent to uk and vk. Node u annothave neighbors in P 3, sine otherwise �0; u would ontradit the hoie of �; u. So u is ofType t4s w.r.t. �. Sine u is adjaent to uk 6= ak, (H12; u) must be a universal wheel. Thenby Lemma 6.2, a1b1 and a2b2 are not edges and so both (H13; u) and (H23; u) must be twinwheels. Hene both P 1 and P 2 are of length 2. But then fak; a3; uk; xig indues a square.Therefore xi is not adjaent to a3.Let �0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; xiv3u3) indued by (�[xi)nP kvkbk . Sine u is adjaent to a1; a2 andat least one of b2; b3 (i.e. it has a neighbor in the a3v3�k-path of �0), and it is not adjaent toa3 and xi, it must be of Type t4d w.r.t. �0. If k = 1, �0; u ontradits our hoie of �; u sineb1 is adjaent to u and belongs to � n �0. So k = 2. If a1b1 is an edge, then fu; xi; u3; b1gindues a square. But then by Lemma 6.2, v3 = b3 and N(u)\� = fa1; a2; b1; b3; b03g. HeneP 2 [ fu; xi; b1; b03g indues a 3PC(u2v2xi; u). This ompletes the proof of Claim 4.Claim 5: n > 1, x1 is of Type t1, p1, p2, t2, t3 or p4 w.r.t. �, and xn is of Type t1, p1,24



p2, t2 or t3 w.r.t. �.Proof of Claim 5: Follows from Claims 1, 2, 3 and 4.Claim 6: If a1 (resp. a2) has a neighbor in the interior of P , then b2 and b3 (resp. b1 andb3) do not.Proof of Claim 6: Suppose that xi and xj are nodes of the interior of P suh that xi isadjaent to a1, xj is adjaent to b2 or b3, and no proper subpath of Pxixj has this property.First suppose that xj is adjaent to both b2 and b3. Then, by the de�nition of S, b1 hasno neighbor in the interior of P and u is of Type t5 or t6 w.r.t. �. By Claims 1 and 3, xjis of Type t2 w.r.t. �. By Lemma 8.5 applied to a subpath of Pxixj , a2 has no neighbor inPxixj . Then P 2[P 3[Pxixj [a1 indues a �0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; xjb2b3). If u is of Type t6 (resp.t5) w.r.t. � then it is of Type t5 (resp. t4d) w.r.t. �0, ontraditing our hoie of �; u.Next suppose that xj is adjaent to b2 and not to b3. If b1 does not have a neighbor inPxixj , then P 1 [ P 3 [ Pxixj [ b2 indues a 3PC(b1b2b3; a1). If a2 does not have a neighborin Pxixj , then P 2 [ P 3 [ Pxixj [ a1 indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; b2). So both a2 and b1 have aneighbor in Pxixj . Let xk and xl be nodes of Pxixj suh that xk is adjaent to a2, xl to b1 andno proper subpath of Pxkxl has this property. If j 6= k; l then P 2 [ P 3 [ Pxkxl [ b1 indues a3PC(b1b2b3; a2). If i 6= k; l then P 1 [ P 3 [ Pxkxl [ a2 indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1). By Claim1, i 6= j. If j = k and i = l, then by Claim 2, fa1; a2; b1; b2g indues a square. So j = l andi = k. Hene P 1[P 2[Pxixj indues a 3PC(a1a2xi; b1b2xj). Sine b1; b2 2 S, u is of Type t4sw.r.t. � and hene w.r.t. �0 as well. If i < j let P 0 = Px1xi�1 and otherwise let P 0 = Px1xj�1 .Then �0; u and P 0 ontradit our hoie of �; u and P .Finally suppose that xj is adjaent to b3 and not to b2. So b2 has no neighbor in Pxixj . Ifa2 has no neighbor in Pxixj , then P 2[P 3[Pxixj [a1 indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; b3). So a2 has aneighbor in Pxixj . Let xk be suh a neighbor that is losest to xj . By Claims 1 and 3, i 6= j.Suppose i 6= k. Then by Lemma 8.4 applied to a subpath of Pxkxj , b1 has a unique neighborxj in Pxkxj . Sine b1; b3 2 S, u is of Type t4d w.r.t. �. Let �0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1xjb3) induedby P 1[P 3[Pxkxj [a2. Then u is of Type t4d w.r.t. �0 as well. If i > j let P 0 = Pxk+1xn andif i < j let P 0 = Pxj+1xn . Then �0; u and P 0 ontradit our hoie of �; u and P . So i = kand hene xi is of Type t2 w.r.t. �. By Lemma 8.5 applied to a subpath of Pxixj , b1 does nothave a neighbor in Pxixj . Hene P 1[P 2[Pxixj [b3 indues a �0 = 3PC(a1a2xi; b1b2b3). Notethat u is of Type t5 or t4d w.r.t. �0. If i < j let P 0 = Px1xi�1 and otherwise let P 0 = Px1xj�1 .Then �0; u and P 0 ontradit our hoie of �; u and P .Therefore, if a1 has a neighbor in the interior of P , then b2 and b3 do not.Now suppose that a2 and at least one of b1; b3 has a neighbor in the interior of P . Let xiand xj be nodes of the interior of P suh that xi is adjaent to a2, xj is adjaent to b1 or b3,and no proper subpath of Pxixj has this property.First suppose that xj is adjaent to both b1 and b3. Then a1 has no neighbor in the interiorof P by the �rst part of Claim 6 and u is of Type t4d w.r.t. �. Let �0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1xjb3)indued by P 1 [ P 3 [ Pxixj [ a2. Then u is of Type t4d w.r.t. �0. If i < j let P 0 = Pxj+1xnand otherwise let P 0 = Pxi+1xn . Then �0; u and P 0 ontradit our hoie of �; u and P .Next suppose that xj is adjaent to b1 and not to b3. If a1 does not have a neighbor inPxixj , then P 1 [ P 3 [ Pxixj [ a2 indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1). So a1 has a neighbor in Pxixj ,and hene b2 does not by the �rst part of Claim 6. But then P 2 [ P 3 [ Pxixj [ b1 indues a25



3PC(b1b2b3; a2).Finally suppose that xj is adjaent to b3 and not to b1. Then a1 does not have a neighborin the interior of P by the �rst part of Claim 6, and hene P 1 [ P 3 [ Pxixj [ a2 indues a3PC(a1a2a3; b3). This ompletes the proof of Claim 6.Claim 7: If a1 has a neighbor in the interior of P , then b1 does not.Proof of Claim 7: Suppose both a1 and b1 have a neighbor in the interior of P . Then, byClaim 6, a2; b2 and b3 do not. Sine b1 2 S, u is of Type t4 w.r.t. �.Suppose a1b1 is not an edge. Let xi and xj be nodes of the interior of P suh that xiis adjaent to a1, xj to b1, and no proper subpath of Pxixj has this property. Let �0 =3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) indued by P 2 [ P 3 [ Pxixj [ fa1; b1g. If i > j let P 0 = Pxi+1xn andotherwise let P 0 = Pxj+1xn . Note that u is of the same type w.r.t. �0 as it is w.r.t. �. Butthen �0; u and P 0 ontradit our hoie of �; u and P .Therefore, a1b1 is an edge. By Lemma 6.2, u is of Type t4d w.r.t. � and hene xn hasa neighbor in P 3 n b3. Let xj (resp. xi) be the node of the interior of P with highest indexadjaent to b1 (resp. a1). Suppose xn is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. �. By Theorem 8.3applied to Pxixn or Pxjxn , i = j and xn is of Type p2 w.r.t. �. Let u3 (resp. v3) be theneighbor of xn in P 3 that is losest to a3 (resp. b3). Let �0 = 3PC(a1b1xi; u3v3xn) induedby P 1[P 3[Pxixn . Sine u is adjaent to a1; b1 and b3, and to no node of Pxixn , it must be ofType t4s w.r.t. �0, adjaent to u3 and v3. But then �0; u ontradits the hoie of �; u sinea2 is a neighbor of u in � but not �0. Therefore, xn is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t. �, adjaent toa3. If xn is not adjaent to a2, then P 2 [P 3 [Pxjxn [ b1 indues a 3PC(b1b2b3; a3). So xn isadjaent to a2.Suppose that x1 is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. �. Sine a1b1 is an edge and a1; b1 2 S,the neighbors of x1 in � are ontained in P 2. If x1 is of Type t1 or p1, then P 2 [ P 3 [ Pindues a 3PC(a2a3xn; �). So x1 is of Type p2. Let u2 (resp. v2) be the neighbor of x1 inP 2 that is losest to a2 (resp. b2). Let xk be the node of the interior of P with lowest indexadjaent to a1 or b1. By Theorem 8.3 applied to Px1xk , xk is adjaent to both a1 and b1. Butthen P 1 [ P 2 [ Px1xk indues a �0 = 3PC(a1b1xk; u2v2x1). Sine u is adjaent to a1; b1 anda2, and no node of Px1xk , it must be of Type t4s w.r.t. �0. But then �0; u ontradits thehoie of �; u sine b3 is a neighbor of u in � but not �0.Suppose that x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. �. De�ne u2 and v2 as before. Then u2 6= a2, andhene P 2 [ P 3 [ P indues a �0 = 3PC(a1a3xn; u2v2x1). Sine u is adjaent to a2 and b3,and to no node of P [ a3, it must be of Type p4 w.r.t. �0. In partiular, u is adjaent to a02.But then (H12; u) is a proper wheel that is not a beetle.Therefore, x1 is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t. �. Sine b1; b3 2 S, x1 is adjaent to b2. Nodex1 must be adjaent to b3, else P 2 [ P 3 [ P indues a 3PC(a2a3xn; b2). Then P 2 [ P 3 [ Pindues a �0 = 3PC(a2a3xn; b2b3x1). Sine u is adjaent to a2 and b3 and to no node ofP [ fa3; b2g, it must be of Type p4 w.r.t. �0. In partiular, u is adjaent to a02. But then(H12; u) is a proper wheel that is not a beetle. This ompletes the proof of Claim 7.Claim 8: If a2 has a neighbor in the interior of P , then b2 does not.Proof of Claim 8: Suppose that both a2 and b2 have a neighbor in the interior of P . Then,by Claim 6, a1; b1 and b3 do not. Sine b2 2 S, u annot be of Type t4d w.r.t. �. By an26



analogous argument as in Claim 7, a2b2 is an edge. Hene, by Lemma 6.2, u is of Type t6w.r.t. � adjaent to all nodes of �. Then b3 2 S and so b3 annot be the unique neighbor ofxn in P 3. Let xi (resp. xj) be the node of the interior of P with highest index adjaent toa2 (resp. b2).Suppose that xn is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. �. By Theorem 8.3 applied to Pxixn or Pxjxn ,i = j and xn is of Type p2 w.r.t. �. Hene P 2[P 3[Pxixn indues a �0 = 3PC(a2b2xi; u3v3xn),where u3 and v3 are the neighbors of xn in P 3. Sine u is adjaent to all nodes of � and nonode of Pxixn , it must be of Type t4s w.r.t. �0, ontraditing our hoie of �; u.Therefore, xn is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t. �, adjaent to a3. Suppose xn is adjaent to a1.Then P 1 [ P 3 [ Pxjxn [ b2 indues a �0 = 3PC(a1xna3; b1b2b3). Sine u is of Type t6 w.r.t.�, it is of Type t5 w.r.t. �0, ontraditing our hoie of �; u. So xn is not adjaent to a1.But then P 1 [P 3 [Pxjxn [ b2 indues a 3PC(b1b2b3; a3). This ompletes the proof of Claim8.Claim 9: If a1 or a2 has a neighbor in the interior of P , then N(xn) \ � � fa1; a2; a3g.Proof of Claim 9: Let xi be the node of the interior of P with highest index adjaent to a1or a2, and suppose that xn has a neighbor in � n fa1; a2; a3g. By Claims 6, 7 and 8, b1; b2and b3 do not have neighbors in the interior of P .First suppose that xi is adjaent to both a1 and a2. By Lemma 8.5 applied to Pxixn , andsine xn has a neighbor in P 3 and is of Type t1, p1, p2, t2, or t3 by Claim 5, xn must be ofType t1 or p1 w.r.t. �. Let �0 = 3PC(a1a2xi; b1b2b3) ontained in (� n a3) [ Pxixn . If u isof Type t6 w.r.t. �, then it is of Type t5 w.r.t. �0, ontraditing our hoie of �; u. So u isof the same type w.r.t. �0 as it is w.r.t. �. But then �0; u and Px1xi�1 ontradit our hoieof �; u and P .Next suppose that xi is adjaent to a2 and not to a1. By Lemma 8.4 applied to Pxixn ,xn is of Type t2 w.r.t. �, adjaent to b1 and b3. Let �0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1xnb3) ontainedin (� n b2) [ Pxixn . By de�nition of S, xn must be of Type t4s w.r.t. �. But then xn is astrongly adjaent node relative to �0 that violates Lemma 6.1.Finally suppose that xn is adjaent to a1 and not to a2. By Lemma 8.4 applied to Pxixn ,xn is of Type t2 w.r.t. �, adjaent to b2 and b3. Then u is of Type t4s w.r.t. �. Let�0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; xnb2b3) indued by P 2[P 3[Pxixn [a1. Then u violates Lemma 6.1 w.r.t.�0. This ompletes the proof of Claim 9.Claim 10: If b1 or b2 has a neighbor in the interior of P , then N(xn) \� � fb1; b2; b3g.Proof of Claim 10: Let xi be the node of the interior of P with highest index adjaent to b1or b2, and suppose that xn has a neighbor in � n fb1; b2; b3g. By Claims 6, 7 and 8, a1 and a2do not have neighbors in the interior of P .First suppose that xi is adjaent to both b1 and b2. Then u is of Type t4s w.r.t. �, andhene b3 does not have a neighbor in the interior of P . By Lemma 8.5 applied to Pxixn , xn isof Type t1 or p1 w.r.t. �. Then (� n b3) [ Pxixn ontains a �0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2xi). Nodeu is of Type t4s w.r.t. �0, and hene �0; u and Px1xi�1 ontradit our hoie of �; u and P .Next suppose that xi is adjaent to b1 and not to b2. If xn is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t.�, then P 1 [ P 2 [ (P 3 n b3) [ Pxixn ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1). So xn is of Type t2 or t3w.r.t. �, adjaent to a3. Node xn annot be adjaent to both a1 and a2, else P 1 [P 2[Pxixn27



indues a 3PC(a1a2xn; b1). Suppose xn is adjaent to a1. Then xn is of Type t2 w.r.t. �,and so by Lemma 8.5, xi is the unique neighbor of b3 in Pxixn . Hene P 1[P 3[Pxixn induesa �0 = 3PC(a1xna3; b1xib3). Sine b1; b3 2 S, u is of Type t4d w.r.t. �, and hene it violatesLemma 6.1 applied to �0. Hene xn is of Type t2 w.r.t. �, adjaent to a2 and a3. If b3 has aneighbor in Pxixn , then a subpath of Pxixn ontradits Lemma 8.5 applied to �. So b3 does nothave a neighbor in Pxixn and hene P 2 [P 3 [Pxixn [ b1 indues a �0 = 3PC(xna2a3; b1b2b3).If u is of Type t6 w.r.t. � then it is of Type t5 w.r.t. �0, and hene �0; u ontradits ourhoie of �; u. If u is of Type t4s or t5 w.r.t. �, then by Lemma 6.2, u and �0 violateLemma 6.1. So u is of Type t4d w.r.t. �, and hene of Type t2p w.r.t. �0. In partiular,N(u) \ P 3 = fb3g. So b2 has no neighbors in the interior of P . If b3 has a neighbor in theinterior of P , then P 2 [ P 3 [ Px2xn ontains a 3PC(xna2a3; b3). So b3 has no neighbors inthe interior of P . Suppose a1b1 is not an edge. Then by Lemma 6.2 (iii), P 1 [ Pxixnfa3; ugindues an odd wheel with enter u. So a1b1 is an edge, and hene x1 has a neighbor in P 2na2.Let xj be the node of the interior of P with lowest index adjaent to b1. If x1 is of Type t1,p1 or p2 w.r.t. �, then Px1xj ontradits Theorem 8.3. If x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. �, then(P 2 n b2)[P 3 [ fx1; ug ontains an odd wheel with enter u. So x1 is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t.� adjaent to b2. If x1 is not adjaent to b3 then P [P 2 [P 3 indues a 3PC(xna2a3; b2). Sox1 is adjaent to b3, and hene P [ P 2 [ P 3 indues a �" = 3PC(xna2a3; x1b2b3). But thenu and �" violate Lemma 6.1.Finally suppose that xi is adjaent to b2 and not to b1. If xn is of Type t1, p1 or p2w.r.t. �, then (� n b3)[Pxixn ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; b2). So xn is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t. �,adjaent to a3. Node xn annot be adjaent to both a1 and a2, else P 1 [ P 2 [ Pxixn induesa 3PC(a1a2xn; b2). Suppose xn is adjaent to a2. Then xn is of Type t2 w.r.t. � and so byLemma 8.5, xi is the unique neighbor of b3 in Pxixn . Let �0 = 3PC(a2a3xn; b2b3x1) induedby P 2 [ P 3 [ Pxixn . Sine b2; b3 2 S, u is of Type t5 or t6 w.r.t. �. If u is of Type t6w.r.t. �, then u is of Type t5 w.r.t. �0, ontraditing our hoie of �; u. If u is of Typet5 w.r.t. �, then u violates Lemma 6.1 applied to �0. Therefore xn is adjaent to a1 andnot to a2. By Lemma 8.5, b3 annot have a neighbor in Pxixn . Then P 1 [ P 3 [ Pxixn [ b2indues a �0 = 3PC(a1xna3; b1b2b3). If u is of Type t6 w.r.t. �, then u is of Type t5 w.r.t.�0, ontraditing our hoie of �; u. If u is of Type t5 w.r.t. �, then by Lemma 6.2, u isadjaent to b03 and hene it violates Lemma 6.1 applied to �0. If u is of Type t4 w.r.t. �,then it violates Lemma 6.1 applied to �0. This ompletes the proof of Claim 10.By Claim 5, we now onsider the following ases.Case 1: xn is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. �.Case 1.1: x1 is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. �.We �rst show that a1 and a2 do not have a neighbor in the interior of P . Assume not.Then by Claims 6, 7 and 8, b1, b2 and b3 do not. By Claim 9, N(xn)\� = fa3g. W.l.o.g. wemay assume that the neighbors of x1 in � are ontained in P 1. If a2 does not have a neighborin the interior of P , then (� n a1) [ P ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; a3). Let xi be the node of Pwith lowest index adjaent to a2. Then (� n a1) [ Px1xi ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; a2).Suppose that b3 is the unique neighbor of xn is �. Then u is of Type t4s w.r.t. � and sox1 has a neighbor in (P 1 [ P 2) n fa1; a2; b1; b2g. We may assume w.l.o.g. that the neighborsof x1 in � are ontained in P 2. Then (� n b2)[P ontains either a 3PC(a1a2a3; b3) (if b1 has28



no neighbors in the interior of P ) or a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1) (otherwise). So b3 is not the uniqueneighbor of xn in �, and hene by Claim 10, b1 and b2 do not have neighbors in the interiorof P .Suppose b3 has a neighbor in the interior of P , and let xi be suh a neighbor with lowestindex. Then Px1xi ontradits Theorem 8.3. So b3 does not have a neighbor in the interiorof P . By Theorem 8.3 applied to P , x1 and xn must both be of Type p2 w.r.t. �.Suppose that the neighbors of x1 in � are ontained in P 2. Let u2 (resp. v2) be theneighbor of x1 in P 2 that is losest to a2 (resp. b2). Let u3 (resp. v3) be the neighbor ofxn in P 3 that is losest to a3 (resp. b3). Let �0 be the 3PC(u2v2x1; u3v3xn) indued byP 2 [P 3 [P . Let P 0u2u3 be the u2u3-path of �0 and similarly de�ne P 0v2v3 . Sine u is adjaentto a2, it has a neighbor in P 0u2u3 n u3. Sine u is adjaent to b2 or b3, it has a neighbor inP 0v2v3 . Note that u annot be of Type t2 w.r.t. �0 sine then u is of Type t4s w.r.t. � anda2b2 is not an edge by Lemma 6.2, a ontradition. If u is of Type t4s w.r.t. �0, then ourhoie of �; u is ontradited. Therefore, u is of Type p4 w.r.t. �0. By Lemma 6.2, u is notof Type t6 w.r.t. �, and hene u is not adjaent to a3. So the neighbors of u in P 0u2u3 are a2and a02. But then P 0u2u3 [ P [ fu; a1g indues an odd wheel with enter a2.Analogous argument holds when the neighbors of x1 in � are ontained in P 1.Case 1.2: x1 is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t. �.Then x1 is adjaent to b1 or b2, and u is not of Type t4s w.r.t. �. So b3 2 S.Suppose that a1 or a2 has a neighbor in the interior of P . Then by Claims 6, 7 and 8,b1; b2 and b3 do not. By Claim 9, N(xn) \ � = fa3g. Let xi (resp. xj) be the node of Pwith lowest index adjaent to a1 (resp. a2). Suppose x1 is adjaent to b3, and say b2. Ifa2 has no neighbor in the interior of P then P 2 [ P 3 [ P indues a 3PC(b2b3x1; a3), andotherwise P 2 [ P 3 [ Px1xj indues a 3PC(b2b3x1; a2). Hene x1 is not adjaent to b3, and soit is adjaent to b1 and b2. So x1 is of Type t2 w.r.t. � and hene by Lemma 8.5, i = j. Let�0 = 3PC(a1a2xi; b1b2x1) indued by P 1 [P 2 [Px1xi . If u is of Type t5 or t6 w.r.t. �, thenu is of Type t4s w.r.t. �0, ontraditing our hoie of �; u. If u is of Type t4d w.r.t. �, thenu is a strongly adjaent node to �0 violating Lemma 6.1. Therefore a1 and a2 do not haveneighbors in the interior of P .Sine b3 2 S, b3 annot be the unique neighbor of xn in �, and so by Claim 10, b1 and b2do not have a neighbor in the interior of P . Node x1 must be adjaent to both b1 and b2, else(� n b3) [ P ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1) or a 3PC(a1a2a3; b2). Hene, (� n b3) [ P ontainsa �0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2x1). If u is of Type t5 or t6 w.r.t. �, then u is of Type t4s or t5respetively w.r.t. �0, ontraditing our hoie of �; u. If u is of Type t4d w.r.t. �, then uis a strongly adjaent node to �0 that violates Lemma 6.1.Case 1.3: x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. �.Suppose that a1 or a2 has a neighbor in the interior of P . Then by Claims 6, 7 and 8,b1; b2 and b3 do not. By Claim 9, N(xn) \ � = fa3g. But then (� n fa1; a2g) [ P ontains a3PC(b1b2b3; x1). Therefore a1 and a2 do not have neighbors in the interior of P .Then (� [ P ) n fb1; b2g ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; x1).Case 2: xn is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t. �, adjaent to a3.Then by Claim 10, b1 and b2 do not have neighbors in the interior of P . Suppose b3 has aneighbor in the interior of P and let xi be suh a neighbor with highest index. By Claims 629



and 7, a1 and a2 do not have neighbors in the interior of P . Then Pxixn ontradits Lemma8.4. Therefore, b3 does not have a neighbor in the interior of P .Case 2.1: x1 is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. �.Suppose that the neighbors of x1 in � are ontained in P 1. If a2 does not have a neighborin Px2xn , then (� n a1) [ P ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; a3). Let xi be the node of Px2xn withlowest index adjaent to a2. If i 6= n then (� n a1) [ Px1xi ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; a2). Soi = n and hene (� n a1) [ P ontains a �0 = 3PC(xna2a3; b1b2b3). If u is of Type t6 w.r.t.�, then it is of Type t5 w.r.t. �0, ontraditing our hoie of �; u. If u is of Type t5 w.r.t.�, then by Lemma 6.2, N(u) \ � = fa1; a2; b1; b2; b3; b03g, and hene u is a strongly adjaentnode to �0 that violates Lemma 6.1. If u is of Type t4s w.r.t. �, then u violates Lemma 6.1w.r.t. �0. So u is of Type t4d w.r.t. �, and hene it must be of Type t2p w.r.t. �0. Inpartiular, u has no neighbor in P 3 n b3. Sine x1 has a neighbor in P 1 n S, a1b1 is not anedge. Hene, by Lemma 6.2, P 3 [ P [ fu; a2g [ P 1 n fa1g ontains a 3PC(xna2a3; u).Now suppose that the neighbors of x1 in � are ontained in P 2. If a1 does not have aneighbor in Px2xn , then (� n a2)[P ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; a3). Let xi be the node of Px2xnwith lowest index adjaent to a1. If i 6= n then (� n a2) [ Px1xi ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; a1).So i = n and hene (�na2)[P ontains a �0 = 3PC(a1xna3; b1b2b3). If u is of Type t6 w.r.t.�, then it is of Type t5 w.r.t. �0, ontraditing our hoie of �; u. If u is of Type t5 w.r.t. �then by Lemma 6.2, u is adjaent to b03 and hene it violates Lemma 6.1 w.r.t. �0. If u is ofType t4 w.r.t. �, then it violates Lemma 6.1 w.r.t. �0.Case 2.2: x1 is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t. �.Then the neighbors of x1 in � are ontained in fb1; b2; b3g, and u is not of Type t4s w.r.t.�. Let xi be the node of Px2xn with lowest index adjaent to a1 or a2.Suppose x1 is adjaent to b1 and b2. Node xi must be adjaent to both a1 and a2, else P 1[P 2[Px1xi indues a 3PC(b1b2x1; �). Then P 1[P 2[Px1xi indues a �0 = 3PC(a1a2xn; b1b2x1).If u is of Type t5 or t6 w.r.t. �, then it is of Type t4s w.r.t. �0, ontraditing our hoie of�; u. If u is of Type t4d w.r.t. �, then it violates Lemma 6.1 w.r.t. �0. Therefore, x1 is notadjaent to both b1 and b2, and hene it is adjaent to b3.Suppose that x1 is adjaent to b1. Not both a1 and a2 an be adjaent to xi, elseP 1 [ P 2 [ Px1xi indues a 3PC(a1a2xi; b1). Suppose a1 is adjaent to xi. By Lemma 8.5,i = n, and hene P 1 [ P 3 [ P indues a �0 = 3PC(a1xna3; b1x1b3). If u is of Type t6 w.r.t.�, then it is of Type t4s w.r.t. �0, ontraditing our hoie of �; u. If u is of Type t5 w.r.t.�, then it violates Lemma 6.1 w.r.t. �0. Sine N(x1) \ � = fb1; b3g, u annot be of Typet4d w.r.t. �. Therefore a1 is not adjaent to xi, and so a2 is. By Lemma 8.5, i 6= n, andhene P 1 [ P 3 [ Px1xi indues a �0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1x1b3). If u is of Type t6 (resp. t5)w.r.t. �, then it is of Type t5 (resp. t4d) w.r.t. �0, ontraditing our hoie of �; u. SineN(x1) \ � = fb1; b3g, u annot be of Type t4d w.r.t. �.Therefore N(x1) \ � = fb2; b3g. Hene u must be of Type t4d w.r.t. �. If a2 is notadjaent to a node of Px2xn , then P 2 [ P 3 [ P indues a 3PC(x1b2b3; a3). Let xj be thenode of Px2xn with lowest index adjaent to a2. If j 6= n then P 2 [ P 3 [ Px1xj indues a3PC(x1b2b3; a2). So j = n and hene xn is the unique neighbor of a2 in P . Then P 2[P 3[Pindues a �0 = 3PC(xna2a3; x1b2b3). Sine u is of Type t4d w.r.t. �, it must be of Type p4w.r.t. �0, adjaent to a02 and b03. Note that a1b1 annot be an edge, else (H12; u) indues an30



odd wheel. So, by Lemma 6.2, N(u)\� = fa1; a2; a02; b1; b3; b03g. If i 6= n, then (H;u), whereH is the hole indued by P 3 [ Px1xi [ a1, is an odd wheel. So i = n. If a1 is adjaent to xn,then P 1 [ P 3 [ P indues a 3PC(a1a3xn; b3). Hene a1 has no neighbor in P . Let H be thehole indued by P [ fa1; a3; b1; b2; ug. Then (H; a2) is an odd wheel.Case 2.3: x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. �.Then (� [ P ) n fa1; a2g ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; a3).Case 3: xn is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t. �, adjaent to b3.Then b3 62 S and hene u is of Type t4s w.r.t. �. By Claim 9, a1 and a2 do not haveneighbors in the interior of P .Suppose that x1 is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. �. We may assume w.l.o.g. that theneighbors of x1 in � are ontained in P 1. Suppose b2 has a neighbor in the interior of P ,and let xi be the node of P with lowest index adjaent to b2. Then (� n b1) [ Px1xi ontainsa 3PC(a1a2a3; b2). Hene b2 has no neighbors in the interior of P . If b2 is not adjaent toxn, then (� n b1) [ P ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; b3). Therefore b2 is adjaent to xn and hene(� n b1)[P ontains a �0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; xnb2b3). Sine u is of Type t4s w.r.t. �, it violatesLemma 6.1 w.r.t. �0.Sine u is of Type t4s w.r.t. �, a1; a2; b1; b2 2 S and hene x1 annot be of Type t2 or t3w.r.t. �. So x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. �. But then (�[P )nfb1; b2g ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; x1).210 AttahmentsIn this setion, we assume that G is a square-free even-signable graph. Furthermore, weassume that G has no star utset. So by Theorem 9.1, there are no Type t4, t5 and t6bnodes.De�nition 10.1 Let � = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) and let u be of Type t1 w.r.t. �, adjaent tosay a3. A hordless path P = y1; : : : ; ym in G n (� [ u) is an attahment of u to � if u isadjaent to y1 and to no other node of P , no node of P n ym has a neighbor in � n a03 andone of the following holds.(i) ym is of Type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. �, it is not adjaent to a3 and it has a neighbor inP 3 n fa3; a03g.(ii) ym is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. �, adjaent to b1, b2 and no node of (P 1 n b1)[ (P 2 nb2) [ a3.(iii) ym is of Type p2 w.r.t. �, N(a03) \ P = fym�1; ymg and ym is not adjaent to a3.De�nition 10.2 Let � = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) and let u be of Type t1 w.r.t. �, adjaent tosay a3. A hordless path P = y1; : : : ; ym in G n (� [ u) is a bad onnetion of u to � if u isadjaent to y1 and to no other node of P , no node of P n ym has a neighbor in � n a03 and ymis of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �, adjaent to a1 and a2.31
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Figure 7: Attahments of a node of Type t1
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Figure 8: Attahments of a node of Type t2De�nition 10.3 Let � = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) and let u be of Type t2 w.r.t. �, adjaent tosay a2 and a3. A hordless path P = y1; : : : ; ym in G n (� [ u) is an attahment of u to �if u is adjaent to y1 and to no other node of P , no node of P n ym has a neighbor in � n a1and one of the following holds.(i) ym is of Type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. � and it has a neighbor in P 1 n a1.(ii) ym is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. �, adjaent to b2, b3 and no node of (P 2[P 3)nfb2; b3g.(iii) ym is of Type p2 w.r.t. � and N(a1) \ P = fym�1; ymg.Suppose u is of Type t1 or t2 w.r.t. �. If there exists an attahment of u to �, we saythat u is attahed to �. If P is an attahment of u to �, then a subset of �[P [u indues a�0 = 3PC(�;�) that ontains u and two of the paths of �. We say that �0 is obtained from� by substituting u and P into �.Lemma 10.4 Every Type t1 node w.r.t. � = 3PC(�;�) is either attahed to � or it has abad onnetion to �.Proof: Let � = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) and assume that u is of Type t1 w.r.t. �, say adjaentto a3. Let S = (N(a3) [ a3) n u and let x1; : : : ; xn be a diret onnetion from u to � n S33



in G n S. Let x0 = u and P = x0; x1; : : : ; xn. By de�nition of S, xn annot be of Type t6aw.r.t. � and the only nodes of � that an have a neighbor in P n fx0; xng are a1; a2 and a03.First suppose that a1 or a2 has a neighbor in P n xn. Let xi be the node of P n xn withlowest index adjaent to a1 or a2. Sine G is square-free, xi is not adjaent to a03. If xi isadjaent to exatly one of a1, a2, then Theorem 8.3 is ontradited. So xi is adjaent to botha1 and a2. Thus Px1xi is a bad onnetion of u to �.So now we may assume that a1 and a2 do not have neighbors in P n xn. If a03 does nothave a neighbor in P n xn, then the result follows from Lemma 8.4 applied to P . So we mayassume that a03 has a neighbor in P n xn. Let xi be suh a neighbor with highest index.If xn is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 with neighbors in � ontained in P 1 [ P 2, then Pxixnontradits Theorem 8.3. If xn is of Type t1, p1 or p3 with neighbors in � ontained in P 3,then the result follows. Suppose xn is of Type p2 and its neighbors in � are ontained in P 3.Then xn is adjaent to a03, else P 1 [P 3 [Pxixn indues a 3PC(�; a03). But then P 1 [P 3 [Pmust indue a beetle with enter a03, and hene the result follows.Suppose xn is of Type t2, t2p, t3 or t3p w.r.t. � and the result does not hold. Then wemay assume w.l.o.g. that xn is adjaent to b1; b3 and to no node of (P 1 [ P 3) n fb1; b3g. Butthen P 1 [ P 3 [ Pxixn indues a 3PC(b1b3xn; a03).Suppose xn is of Type p4 w.r.t. �. If the neighbors of xn in � are ontained in P 1 [ P 2,then (� n fa1; a2; a3g) [ Pxixn ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; xn). So we may assume w.l.o.g. thatthe neighbors of xn is � are ontained in P 1 [ P 3. But then (� n fa1; a03g) [ P ontains a3PC(b1b2b3; xn). 2Lemma 10.5 Every Type t2 node w.r.t. � = 3PC(�;�) is attahed to �. Furthermore, let� = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) and u be a Type t2 node adjaent to a2 and a3. Then every diretonnetion from u to � n fa1; a2; a3g that ontains no neighbor of a3 is an attahment.Proof: Let � = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) and let u be a node of Type t2 w.r.t. �, say adjaentto a2 and a3. Let S = (N(a3) [ a3) n fu; a03g and let x1; : : : ; xn be a diret onnetion fromu to � n S in G n S. Let x0 = u and P = x0; x1; : : : ; xn. By de�nition of S, xn annot be ofType t6a w.r.t. � and the only nodes of � that an have a neighbor in P n fx0; xng are a1and a2. Let xj be the node of P n xn with highest index adjaent to a2. If a1 has a neighborin P n xn, then let xi be suh a neighbor with highest index.Case 1: j > 0We �rst show that a2 is adjaent to x1. Suppose not and let xk be the node of P nu withlowest index adjaent to a2. Let H be the hole in (� [ P ) n fa1; a2g that ontains u. Sinej > 0, W = (H; a2) is a wheel. Sine a2 is adjaent to a3 and u but not to a03 and x1, W iseither a proper wheel that is not a beetle, or a line wheel. In the former ase, Theorem 4.6is ontradited. So assume W is a line wheel. Then (W;a2) belongs to an L-parahute withenter path obtained by taking the shortest path from a2 toW in �nfa1; a3g. So Theorem 5.3is ontradited. Therefore a2 is adjaent to x1.Case 1.1: a1 has a neighbor in P n xn.Let xk be suh a neighbor with lowest index. If k = 1 then fa1; a3; x0; x1g indues asquare. So k > 1. Px0xk [fa1; a2; a3g must be a universal wheel with enter a2. In partiular,a2 is adjaent to x2. 34



Let H be a hole that ontains u in P [� [ fa1; a2g. By onstrution, H ontains a03. So(H; a2) is a proper wheel that is not a beetle.Case 1.2: a1 does not have a neighbor in P n xn.By Lemma 8.4 applied to Pxjxn , xn is either of Type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. � with aneighbor in P 2 n a2, or of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. � adjaent to b1; b3 and no node of(P 1 [ P 3) n fb1; b3g, or of Type t2p w.r.t. � adjaent to a1; a2 and a node of P 3 n a3, or ofType p2 or p4 w.r.t. � adjaent to a2. If xn is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3, then (� n a2) [ Pontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; a3). If xn is of Type t2, t2p or t3p adjaent to b1 and b3, thenP 1 [ P 3 [ P indues a 3PC(b1xnb3; a3). If xn is of Type p4 with a neighbor in P 1, let u1 besuh a neighbor losest to a1. Then P 1a1u1 [ P [ fa2; a3g indues a proper wheel with entera2 that is not a beetle. If xn is of Type p4 with a neighbor in P 3, then P 1 [ P 2 [ P [ a3indues a proper wheel with enter a2 that is not a beetle. So xn is of Type t2p adjaent toa1 and a2. Note that n > 1 sine otherwise a1; a3; u; x1 indues a square. Let H be the holeindued by P [ fa1; a3g. (H; a2) must be a universal wheel. In partiular, a2 is adjaent toall nodes of P . Let v be the neighbor of xn in P 3 that is losest to a3. Let H 0 be the holeindued by P 3a3v [ P . Then (H 0; a2) is a proper wheel that is not a beetle.Case 2: j = 0Suppose a1 does not have a neighbor in P n xn. By Lemma 8.5 applied to P , Px1xn iseither an attahment of u to �, or xn is of Type t2p w.r.t. � adjaent to a1 and a2. Supposexn is of Type t2p adjaent to a1 and a2. If n = 1 then fa1; a3; x0; x1g indues a square. Son > 1. But then P [ fa1; a2; a3g indues an odd wheel with enter a2.So we may assume that a1 has a neighbor in P n xn. By Lemma 8.4 applied to Pxixn , xnis either of Type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. � adjaent to a node of P 1 n a1, or of Type p2 or p4w.r.t. � adjaent to a1, or of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. � adjaent to b2; b3 and no node of(P 2 [P 3) n fb2; b3g, or of Type t2p w.r.t. � adjaent to a1 and a2. If xn is of Type t1, p1 orp3, or of Type t2, t2p or t3p adjaent to b2 and b3, then Px1xn is an attahment of u to �. Ifxn is of Type p4, then w.l.o.g. xn does not have a neighbor in P 2, and hene (�nfa1; a3g)[Pontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; xn). If xn is of Type p2, then P 1 [P 2 [P must indue a beetle withenter a1, and hene Px1xn is an attahment of u to �. So we may assume that xn is of Typet2p w.r.t. �, adjaent to a1 and a2. Let u3 be the neighbor of xn in P3 that is losest to a3.Then Pa3u3 [ P indues a hole H and (H; a2) is an odd wheel. 2Lemma 10.6 Let � = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) and let y be a Type t2 or t2p node w.r.t. �,adjaent to say b2 and b3. Then(i) there annot exist a node x that is of Type t1 w.r.t. � adjaent to b3 and y;(ii) every node x of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. � adjaent to b1; b2 is adjaent to y. Every siblingx of b3 of Type t3p w.r.t. � is adjaent to y.Proof: We �rst prove (i). By Lemma 10.5 let P y = y1; : : : ; ym be an attahment of y to �,and let �y be obtained by substituting y and P y into �. Assume there is a node x of Typet1 w.r.t. �, adjaent to b3 and to y. By Lemma 6.1 applied to �y, x is of Type t2 w.r.t. �y.By Lemma 10.5, let P x = x1; : : : ; xn be an attahment of x to �y.35



First we show that no node of P 1 is adjaent to or oinident with a node of P x n xn.Assume not and let xi be the node of P x n xn with lowest index that is adjaent to a node ofP 1. If b2 has no neighbor in P xx1xi , then x; P xx1xi ontradits Theorem 8.3 applied to �. Sob2 has a neighbor in P xx1xi , and let xj be suh a neighbor with lowest index. By Theorem 8.3applied to x; P xx1xj and �, i = j. By Lemma 6.1 applied to xi and �, xi is of Type t2 w.r.t.�, adjaent to b1 and b2. Let R be the shortest path from b1 to y in P y [P 1 [ fy; a3g. ThenR[P xx1xi [fb2; xg indues an odd wheel with enter b2. Therefore, no node of P 1 is adjaentto or oinident with a node of P x n xn.If b2 has a neighbor in P x n xn, then P xx1xi (where xi is the neighbor of b2 in P x n xnwith lowest index) ontradits Theorem 8.3 applied to �. So b2 has no neighbor in P x n xn.In partiular, xn is not of Type p2 w.r.t. �y and therefore the attahment P x of x to �ysatis�es De�nition 10.3(i) or (ii). Suppose that xn is of type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. �y. Thenits neighbors in �y are ontained in P 2. By Lemma 8.4 applied to x; P x and �, xn is ofType t2 w.r.t. �, adjaent to a1 and a2 and y is a Type t2 node w.r.t. � with attahmentP y satisfying De�nition 10.3(ii). But then P 1 [P x [ fx; y; b2; b3g indues an odd wheel withenter b3. So xn is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. �y. So xn is adjaent to a3, and if it is ofType t2p or t3p w.r.t. �y then it has a neighbor in P 2 n a2. If xn is adjaent to a1, thenby Lemma 6.1 xn is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. �, and hene x; P x ontradits Lemma 8.4applied to �. So xn is not adjaent to a1. By Lemma 6.1, xn is of Type t1 w.r.t. � and y isof Type t2 w.r.t. �. But then P 1 [ P x [ fx; y; b2; b3; a3g indues an odd wheel with enterb3. Now we prove (ii). If x is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. �, let �0 be obtained from � bysubstituting x for its sibling b3. If x is of Type t2 w.r.t. �, then by Lemma 10.5, there is anattahment Q = x1; : : : ; xn of x to �. In this ase, let �0 be obtained by substituting x andits attahment Q into �. Note that P 1 [ P 2 � �0. Let P 3x be the path of �0 n (P 1 [ P 2).Suppose that y is not adjaent to x. Then by Lemma 6.1 applied to �0, y is of Type t1 w.r.t.�0 and hene of Type t2 w.r.t. �. By Lemma 10.5, there is an attahment P y = y1; : : : ; ymof y to �. Let �y be obtained by substituting y and P y into �. If x is of Type t2p or t3p in�, then x violates Lemma 6.1 in �y. So x is of Type t2 in �.Let R be a shortest path from x to y in P y [�0 n (P 2 [ fb1; b3g). Then R [ b2 indues ahole H 0. If b1 has a neighbor in R n x, then W = (H 0; b1) is a wheel that is not a twin wheel,a triangle-free wheel, a universal wheel or a beetle. Suppose W is a line wheel. Then there isan L-parahute with enter path inluded in P 1 [ P y [ a3. But then, by Theorem 5.3, thereis a star utset. So W is a proper wheel that is not a beetle and by Theorem 4.6 there is astar utset. So b1 has no neighbor in R n x. Similarly b3 has no neighbor in R n x. But then(Rb3b1; b2) is an odd wheel. 211 Type t6a NodesTheorem 11.1 Let G be a square-free even-signable graph. Let � = 3PC (a1a2a3; b1b2b3)and let u be a Type t6a node w.r.t. �. If for some i 2 f1; 2; 3g, there is no P i-rosspath w.r.t.�, then G has a star utset.Proof: Assume there is no P 3-rosspath w.r.t. �. Suppose there is no star utset. Then byTheorem 9.1, no node is of Type t4, t5 or t6b w.r.t. a 3PC(�;�). Let S = (N(u)[u) n (� n36



fa1; a2; b3g) and let P = x1; : : : ; xn be a diret onnetion from P 1 [ P 2 to P 3 in G n S.Claim 1: No node of P is of Type t2, t2p, t3p or t6a w.r.t. �.Proof of Claim 1: If xi is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. �, then let �0 be obtained from � bysubstituting xi for its sibling. If xi is of Type t2 w.r.t. �, then by Lemma 10.5, xi is attahedto �. Let �0 be obtained from � by substituting xi and its attahment into �. Sine u is notadjaent to xi, it is of Type t5 or t4s w.r.t. �0, a ontradition. Sine G is square-free, everynode of Type t6a w.r.t. � is adjaent to u. It follows from the de�nition of S that no nodeof P is of Type t6a w.r.t. �. This ompletes the proof of Claim 1.Claim 2: n > 1, x1 is of Type t1, p1, p2, p3 or p4 w.r.t. � with neighbors ontained inP 1 [ P 2, or of Type t3 w.r.t. � adjaent to b1; b2 and b3, and xn is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3w.r.t. � with neighbors ontained in P 3, or of Type t3 w.r.t. � adjaent to a1; a2 and a3.Proof of Claim 2: Sine there is no P 3-rosspath, if a node of P is of Type p4 w.r.t. �, thenits neighbors are ontained in P 1 [P 2. Now the result follows from Claim 1. This ompletesthe proof of Claim 2.Claim 3: If a1 or a2 has a neighbor in the interior of P , then b3 has no neighbor in theinterior of P .Proof of Claim 3: Let xi and xj be nodes in the interior of P adjaent to a1 or a2, and tob3 respetively so that the Pxixj subpath is shortest possible. W.l.o.g. assume that xi isadjaent to a1. By Claim 1, xi is of Type t1 w.r.t. �, and hene Pxixj [ P 2 [ P 3 indues a3PC(a1a2a3; b3). This ompletes the proof of Claim 3.Claim 4: No interior node of P is adjaent to a1; a2 or b3.Proof of Claim 4: Assume �rst that b3 has a neighbor in the interior of P . Let xi be a nodewith highest index in Px2xn�1 adjaent to b3. By Claim 3, no interior node of P is adjaentto a1 or a2. So, by Lemma 8.4 applied to Pxixn , xn is of Type t1, p1 or p3 with neighbors inP 3 or of Type p2 adjaent to b3. Similarly by Theorem 8.3 and Lemma 8.4, x1 is of Type p4with neighbors in P 1 [ P 2, or of Type t3 adjaent to b1; b2; b3. If x1 is of Type p4, thereis a 3PC(b1b2b3; x1) ontained in (P [ �) n fa1; a2; a3; xng. If x1 is of Type t3 adjaent tob1; b2; b3, then (P [ �) n b3 ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2x1) and u is of Type t5 w.r.t. it, aontradition.Assume now that some interior node of P is adjaent to a1 or a2. Let xi be the nodewith lowest index in Px2xn�1 adjaent to a1 or a2, say a1. By Claim 1, xi is of Type t1 w.r.t.�. By Lemma 8.4 applied to Px1xi , x1 is of Type t1, p1 or p3 with neighbors in P 1 or ofType p2 or p4 adjaent to a1. Suppose a2 has a neighbor in Pxi+1xn�1 and let xj be suh aneighbor with lowest index. If x1 is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t. �, then (� [ Px1xj ) n a1ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; a2). If x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. �, then P 1 [ P 3 [ Px1xj [ a2 induesa proper wheel with enter a1 that is not a beetle, ontraditing Theorem 4.6. Therefore a2has no neighbor in Px2xn�1 . Then, by Theorem 8.3, xn is of Type t3 adjaent to a1; a2; a3. Ifx1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. �, then (� [ P ) n fa1; a2g ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; x1). So x1 is notof Type p4 w.r.t. � and hene by a symmetri argument as in the previous paragraph, we37



obtain a ontradition. This ompletes the proof of Claim 4.Case 1: xn is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t. �.If x1 is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t. �, by Theorem 8.3, P is a P 3-rosspath, aontradition. Suppose x1 is of Type t3 w.r.t. �. Let �0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2x1) ontainedin (� n b3)[P . Then u is of Type t5 w.r.t. �0, a ontradition. So x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. �.But then (� n fb1; b2; b3g) [ P ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; x1).Case 2: xn is of Type t3 w.r.t. �Suppose x1 is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t. �, with neighbors w.l.o.g. in P 2. (�na2)[Pontains a �0 = 3PC(a1xna3; b1b2b3). But then u is of Type t5 w.r.t. �0, a ontradition.Suppose x1 is of Type t3 w.r.t. �. Then P 1[P 3[P indues a �0 = 3PC(a1xna3; b1x1b3).Then u is of Type t4s w.r.t. �0, a ontradition. So x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. �. But then(� n fa1; a2g) [ P ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; x1). 212 Type t2 and t2p NodesIn this setion, we assume that G is a square-free even-signable graph. Furthermore, weassume that G has no star utset. So by Theorem 9.1, there are no Type t4, t5 and t6bnodes.De�nition 12.1 A 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) = � in G is deomposable if there exists a node ofType t2 or t2p w.r.t. �, say adjaent to a2 and a3, but there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �.Path P 1 of � is alled the middle path.Denote by H the graph indued by a deomposable 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) together witha node a4 of Type t2 or t2p adjaent to a2; a3. Let H1 = P 1 [ a4 and H2 = P 2 [ P 3.Then H1jH2 is a 2-join of H with speial sets A1 = fa1; a4g, B1 = fb1g, A2 = fa2; a3g andB2 = fb2; b3g. In this setion, we show that the 2-join H1jH2 of H extends to a 2-join of G.First, we prove the following result.Theorem 12.2 If G ontains a 3PC(�;�) with a Type t2 or t2p node, then G ontains adeomposable 3PC(�;�).Proof: First suppose that G ontains a onneted diamonds D(a1a2a3a4; b1b2b3b4). Let � =3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) (resp. �0 = 3PC(a4a2a3; b4b2b3)) indued by paths P 1; P 2 and P 3 (resp.P 4; P 2 and P 3) of D. Suppose that P = x1; : : : ; xn is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �. W.l.o.g. x1has a neighbor in P 1 and xn has a neighbor in P 2. Let u1 and v1 be the neighbors of x1in P 1. If no node of P 4 has a neighbor in P , then P 1 [ (P 2 n b2) [ b3 [ P 4 [ P ontainsa 3PC(x1u1v1; a2). So a node of P 4 has a neighbor in P . Let xi be suh a neighbor withhighest index. Let v be the neighbor of xi in P 4 that is losest to a4. By Lemma 6.1 andTheorem 8.3 applied to Pxixn and �0, Pxixn is a P 4-rosspath w.r.t. �0. Hene v 6= b4. Ifi 6= 1 then the path P 4a4v; Pxixn ontradits Lemma 8.5 applied to �. So i = 1 and hene thepath P 4a4v; x1 ontradits Lemma 8.5 applied to �. Therefore, there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t.�, and hene � is a deomposable 3PC(�;�).Now we may assume that G does not ontain onneted diamonds.38



Let � be a 3PC(�;�) with a Type t2 or t2p node that has shortest middle path. Let� = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) and w.l.o.g. let a4 be a node of Type t2 or t2p adjaent to a2and a3. Suppose � is not deomposable and let P = x1; : : : ; xn be a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �.W.l.o.g. x1 has a neighbor in P 1 and xn in P 2. Let u1 (resp. v1) be the neighbor of x1 inP 1 that is losest to a1 (resp. b1).First suppose that u1 6= a1. Let �0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; u1x1v1) ontained in (� [ P ) n b2.Sine a4 annot be of Type t4 or t5 w.r.t. �0, it must be of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �0. Sine�0 has a shorter middle path than �, this ontradits our hoie of �. Therefore, u1 = a1.Suppose a4 is of Type t2p w.r.t. �. We show that a4 has no neighbor in P . Suppose itdoes. Let H be the hole ontained in (� [ P ) n fa1; b2g. Consider the wheel (H; a4). Sinea4 is adjaent to a2; a3, (H; a4) is not triangle-free. Sine a4 has a neighbor in P1, it is nota twin wheel. Sine a4 is not adjaent to b3, it is not a universal wheel. (H; a4) is not aline wheel sine, if a4 were adjaent to a01 and x1, then a1; a2; a4; a01 would indue a square.(H; a4) is not a beetle sine if xn were adjaent to a2 and to a4, there would be an odd wheelwith enter a2 indued by P 2 [ P 3 [ fa4; xng. Therefore (H; a4) is a proper wheel that isnot a beetle and by Theorem 4.6, G has a star utset, a ontradition. Therefore, a4 has noneighbor in P . Let H be the hole ontained in P [ (P 1 n a1)[ (P 2 n b2)[ a4. Then (H; a1) isan odd wheel.Therefore, a4 is of Type t2 w.r.t. �. By Lemma 10.5, let Q = y1; : : : ; ym be an attahmentof a4 to �. Let �0 be obtained by substituting a4 and Q into �. Suppose a4 has a neighbor inP and let xi be its neighbor in P with highest index. If i = 1 then a4; x1 ontradits Lemma8.5 applied to � and otherwise a4; Pxixn ontradits Lemma 8.5 applied to �. So a4 doesnot have a neighbor in P . Next we show that no node of Q n ym is adjaent to or oinidentwith a node of P . Suppose not and let yi be the node of Q with lowest index adjaent toa node of P , and let xj be the node of P with highest index adjaent to yi. If j = 1, thena4; Qy1yi ; x1 must satisfy Lemma 10.5. Therefore yi is adjaent to a1. But then there is a3PC(a1yix1; a2) ontained in Qy1yi [ (P 2 n b2) [ P [ fa1; a4g. If j > 1, then a4; Qy1yi ; Pxjxnviolates Lemma 10.5 w.r.t. �. So no node of Q n ym is adjaent to or oinident with a nodeof P .Assume ym is of Type p2 w.r.t. �. Node ym annot be adjaent to any node of P n x1sine, otherwise, there is a 3PC(a1ym�1ym; a2). Now ym is adjaent to x1 sine, otherwise,there is an odd wheel with enter a1 ontained in Q[ (P 2 n b2)[P [fa1; a4g. But then thereis a 3PC(a2a3a4; x1a01ym) with a1 a strongly adjaent node of Type t5, a ontradition.Assume ym is of Type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. �. We show that ym does not have a neighborin P . Suppose not and let xi be the neighbor of ym in P with highest index. Then Pxixnontradits Theorem 8.3 applied to �0 unless i = 1 and ym is of Type p1 adjaent to a01. Butthen there is a 3PC(a2a3a4; x1a01ym) and a1 is a strongly adjaent node of Type t4s relativeto it, a ontradition. Therefore ym does not have a neighbor in P . Let v be the neighbor ofym in P 1 na1 that is losest to a01. Let H be the hole ontained in P [P 1a01v[ (P 2 nb2)[Q[a4.Then (H; a1) is a proper wheel that is not a beetle unless ym is a strongly adjaent node ofType p3 adjaent to a1, a01 and at least one other node of P 1. Sine P [ a01 is a rosspathw.r.t. �0, the only other node of P 1 adjaent to ym is the neighbor a001 of a01. But then a01 isthe enter of an odd wheel with hole ontained in P [ fa1; ymg [ Pa001 b1 [ P 2.Therefore, ym is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. �. We show that ym does not have aneighbor in P . Assume not and let xi be the neighbor of ym in P with largest index. If39



i = n and xn is adjaent to b2, then P 2 [ P 3 [ fxn; ymg indues an odd wheel with enterb2. Otherwise, P 2 [ Pxixn [Q [ a4 indues a 3PC(�; ym). So ym does not have a neighborin P . If ym is of Type t2 and a1 has no neighbor in Q, � [ Q indues onneted diamondsand the result holds. If ym is of Type t2 and a1 has at least one neighbor in Q, there is a3PC(b2b3ym; a1) ontained in (P na2)[P 3[P [Q[a1. So ym is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. �and hene it has a neighbor in P 1nb1. If ym is adjaent to a1, then (P 2na2)[P 3[P [fa1; ymgindues a 3PC(b2b3ym; a1). So ym is not adjaent to a1. Let v be the neighbor of ym in P 1that is losest to a1. Then P 1a1v [ (P 2 n b2) [ P [Q[ a4 ontains a proper wheel with entera1 that is not a beetle. 212.1 2-Joins and Bloking SequenesIn this setion, we onsider an indued subgraph H of G that ontains a 2-join H1jH2. Wesay that a 2-join H1jH2 extends to G if there exists a 2-join of G, H 01jH 02 with H1 � H 01 andH2 � H 02. We haraterize the situation in whih the 2-join of H does not extend to a 2-joinof G.De�nition 12.3 A bloking sequene for a 2-join H1jH2 of a subgraph H of G is a sequeneof distint nodes x1; : : : ; xn in G nH with the following properties:1. i) H1jH2 [ x1 is not a 2-join of H [ x1,ii) H1 [ xnjH2 is not a 2-join of H [ xn, andiii) if n > 1 then, for i = 1; : : : ; n�1, H1[xijH2[xi+1 is not a 2-join of H[fxi; xi+1g.2. x1; : : : ; xn is minimal with respet to Property 1, in the sense that no sequene xj1 ; : : : ; xjkwith fxj1 ; : : : ; xjkg � fx1; : : : ; xng, satis�es Property 1.Bloking sequenes with respet to a 1-join were introdued and studied by Geelen in[19℄. Bloking sequenes with respet to a 2-join were introdued in [7℄, where the followingresults are obtained.Let H be an indued subgraph of G with 2-join H1jH2 and speial sets A1; B1; A2; B2.In the following remarks and lemmas, we let S = x1; : : : ; xn be a bloking sequene forthe 2-join H1jH2 of a subgraph H of G.Remark 12.4 H1jH2 [ u is a 2-join in H [ u if and only if N(u) \ H1 = ;; A1 or B1.Similarly H1 [ ujH2 is a 2-join in H [ u if and only if N(u) \H2 = ;; A2 or B2.Lemma 12.5 If n > 1 then, for every node xj, j 2 f1; : : : ; n � 1g, N(xj) \H2 = ;; A2 orB2, and for every node xj, j 2 f2; : : : ; ng, N(xj) \H1 = ;; A1 or B1.Lemma 12.6 If n > 1 and xixi+1 is not an edge, where i 2 f1; : : : ; n � 1g, then eitherN(xi) \H2 = A2 and N(xi+1) \H1 = A1, or N(xi) \H2 = B2 and N(xi+1) \H1 = B1.Theorem 12.7 Let H be an indued subgraph of graph G that ontains a 2-join H1jH2. The2-join H1jH2 of H extends to a 2-join of G if and only if there exists no bloking sequenefor H1jH2 in G. 40



Lemma 12.8 For 1 < i < n, H1 [fx1; : : : ; xi�1gjH2 [fxi+1; : : : ; xng is a 2-join in H [ (S nfxig).Lemma 12.9 If xixk, n � k > i + 1 � 2, is an edge then either N(xi) \ H2 = A2 andN(xk) \H1 = A1, or N(xi) \H2 = B2 and N(xk) \H1 = B1.Lemma 12.10 If xj is the node of lowest index adjaent to a node in H2, then x1; : : : ; xj isa hordless path. Similarly, if xj is the node of highest index adjaent to a node in H1, thenxj; : : : ; xn is a hordless path.Theorem 12.11 Let G be a graph and H an indued subgraph of G with 2-join H1jH2 andspeial sets A1; B1; A2; B2. Let H 0 be an indued subgraph of G with 2-join H 01jH2 and speialsets A01; B01; A2; B2 suh that A01 \ A1 6= ; and B01 \ B1 6= ;. If S is a bloking sequene forH1jH2 and H 01 \ S 6= ;, then a proper subset of S is a bloking sequene for H 01jH2.12.2 Deomposable 3PC(�;�) and 2-JoinsLemma 12.12 Let � be a deomposable 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) and d a Type t2 or t2p node ad-jaent to a2 and a3, or to b2 and b3. Let H1jH2 be the 2-join of H = �; d and let A1; B1; A2; B2be its speial sets. If u is of Type p3, t2 or t2p w.r.t. �, of Type t3p w.r.t. � being a sib-ling of a2; a3; b2 or b3, or of Type t1 w.r.t. � adjaent to a node in fa2; a3; b2; b3g and beingattahed to �, then there exists a deomposable �0 = 3PC(�;�) and a Type t2 or t2p noded0 suh that H 0 = �0; d0 satis�es the following properties: Hi � H 0, for some i 2 f1; 2g,u 2 H 0j = H 0 n Hi where j = 3 � i, and HijH 0j is a 2-join of H 0 with speial sets Ai; Bi; A0jand B0j, where Aj \A0j 6= ; and Bj \B0j 6= ;.Proof: We onsider the following ases.Case 1: u is of Type p3 w.r.t. �.Let �0 be obtained by substituting u into �. By Lemma 6.1, d is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t.�0. Suppose u has a neighbor in P 1. Let P 0 be the a1b1-path of �0. Suppose P = x1; : : : ; xnis a P 0-rosspath w.r.t. �0. W.l.o.g. x1 has a neighbor in P 0 and xn in P 3. Then x1 hasa neighbor in P 1. Let xi be the node of P with highest index that has a neighbor in P 1.By Theorem 8.3, Pxixn is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �, a ontradition. Therefore, there is noP 0-rosspath w.r.t. �0.If u has a neighbor in P 2 [ P 3, then by analogous argument, there is no P 1-rosspathw.r.t. �0. Hene, �0 is the desired deomposable 3PC(�;�).Case 2: u is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �, or of Type t3p w.r.t. � being a sibling of a2; a3; b2or b3.If u is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. � adjaent to a2 and a3 or to b2 and b3, then (H n d) [ uis the desired deomposable 3PC(�;�). So by symmetry, it is enough to onsider the asewhen u is adjaent to a1 and a2, and it is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. �. If u is of Type t2por t3p w.r.t. �, let �0 be obtained from � by substituting u for its sibling. If u is of Typet2 w.r.t. �, then by Lemma 10.5, there is an attahment Q = y1; : : : ; ym of u to �. In this41



ase, let �0 be obtained by substituting u and Q into �. Note that P 1 [P 2 � �0. Let P 3u bethe path of �0 n (P 1 [ P 2).We �rst show that there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �0. Suppose not and let P = x1; : : : ; xnbe a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �0. W.l.o.g. x1 has a neighbor in P 1. If a node of P 3 has a neighborin P nxn, then by Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 8.3, a subpath of P is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �, aontradition. So no node of P 3 is adjaent to or oinident with a node of P n xn. Supposethat xn has a neighbor in P 2. Then by Lemma 6.1, xn is of Type p2 or p4 w.r.t. �. Sine Pannot be a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �, n > 1, xn is of Type p4 w.r.t. �, and N(xn)\� � P 2[P 3.But then (�nfa1; a2; a3g)[P ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; xn). So xn does not have a neighbor inP 2, and hene it has a neighbor in P 3u . If xn has a neighbor in P 3, then by Lemma 6.1 andTheorem 8.3, P is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �. So xn does not have a neighbor in P 3, and henethe neighbors of xn in P 3u are ontained in P 3u nP 3. Sine xn is of Type p2 or p4 w.r.t. �0, xnhas a neighbor in Q. Let yi be suh a neighbor with highest index. Node a3 does not have aneighbor in Qyiym�1 , sine otherwise P;Qyiyj (where yj is the neighbor of a3 in Qyiym�1 withlowest index) ontradits Theorem 8.3 applied to �. If ym is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t.�, then by Theorem 8.3, P;Qyiym is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �. So ym is of Type t2, t2p ort3p w.r.t. �, adjaent to b1; b2 and no node of (P 1 [ P 2) n fb1; b2g. If ym is of Type t2 w.r.t.�, then P;Qyiym ontradits Lemma 8.5 applied to �. So ym is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. �.Let �00 be obtained by substituting ym into �. But then P;Qyiym�1 ontradits Theorem 8.3applied to �00. Therefore, there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �0.If d is adjaent to a2, a3 then, by Lemma 10.6(ii), d is adjaent to u. Therefore, by Lemma6.1, d is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �0, and hene �0 is the desired deomposable 3PC(�;�).Now onsider the ase where d is adjaent to b2, b3. If ym is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3, �0 isthe desired deomposable 3PC(�;�). If ym is of Type t2, t2p or t3p then ym is adjaent tod by Lemma 10.6(ii), and therefore d is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �0. Hene �0 is the desireddeomposable 3PC(�;�).Case 3: u is of Type t1 w.r.t. � adjaent to a node in fa2; a3; b2; b3g and it is attahed to �.W.l.o.g. u is adjaent to a3. Let Q = y1; : : : ; ym be an attahment of u to �, and let �0be obtained by substituting u and Q into �. Note that P 1 [P 2 � �0. Let P 3u be the path of�0 n (P 1 [ P 2).We �rst show that there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �0. Suppose not and let P = x1; : : : ; xnbe a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �0. W.l.o.g. x1 has a neighbor in P 1. By the same argument as inCase 2, no node of P 3 is adjaent to or oinident with a node of P nxn and xn does not havea neighbor in P 2 [P 3. So xn has a neighbor in P 3u , and its neighbors in P 3u are ontained inu;Q. Let yi be the neighbor of xn in Q with highest index. If a03 has a neighbor in Qyiym�1then Qyiyj ; P (where yj is its neighbor in Qyiym�1 with lowest index) ontradits Theorem 8.3applied to �. So a03 does not have a neighbor in Qyiym�1 . If ym is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3w.r.t. �, then by Theorem 8.3 applied to �, P;Qyiym is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �. If ym is ofType t2 w.r.t. �, then P;Qyiym ontradits Lemma 8.5 applied to �. So ym is of Type t2por t3p w.r.t. �. Let �00 be obtained by substituting ym into �. Then P;Qyiym�1 ontraditsLemma 8.4 applied to �00. Therefore, there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �0.Assume d is adjaent to a2, a3. By Lemma 6.1, d is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �0 andhene �0 is the desired deomposable 3PC(�;�). Assume d is adjaent to b2, b3. If ym isof Type t1, p1, p2 or p3, then d is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �0, and hene �0 is the desired42



deomposable 3PC(�;�). If ym is of Type t2, t2p or t3p, then, by Lemma 10.6(ii), ymis adjaent to d and therefore d is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �0 and hene �0 is the desireddeomposable 3PC(�;�). 2Theorem 12.13 Let G be a square-free even-signable graph. If G ontains a 3PC(�;�)with a Type t2 or t2p node, then G has a star utset or a 2-join.Proof: Assume G has no star utset. By Theorems 4.6 and 5.3, G ontains neither a properwheel that is not a beetle nor an L-parahute. By Theorem 9.1, there is no node of Type t4,t5 or t6b w.r.t. a 3PC(�;�).Assume G ontains a 3PC(�;�) with a Type t2 or t2p node. Then by Theorem 12.2, Gontains a deomposable � = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) together with a node d of Type t2 or t2padjaent to a2, a3 or to b2, b3. Suppose that the 2-join H1jH2 of H = �; d does not extend toa 2-join of G. By Theorem 12.7, there is a bloking sequene S = x1; : : : ; xn. W.l.o.g. assumethat H and S are hosen so that the size of S is minimized. Sine � has no P 1-rosspath,no node is of Type t6a w.r.t. � by Theorem 11.1. By Lemma 12.12 and Theorem 12.11, nonode of S is of Type p3, t2 or t2p w.r.t. �, of Type t3p w.r.t. � being a sibling of a2; a3; b2or b3, or of Type t1 w.r.t. � adjaent to a node in fa2; a3; b2; b3g and being attahed to �.Claim 1: If xi is of Type p4 w.r.t. �, then N(xi) \H � P 2 [ P 3. If xi is of Type t1, p1 orp2 w.r.t. � and N(xi) \� � P 2 [ P 3, then N(xi) \H � P 2 [ P 3.Proof of Claim 1: W.l.o.g. assume that d is adjaent to a2, a3. Suppose xi is of Type p4w.r.t. �. Sine there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �, N(xi) \ � � P 2 [ P 3. Suppose xi isadjaent to d. If d is of Type t2 w.r.t. �, then d; xi ontradits Lemma 8.5. So d is of Typet2p w.r.t. �, and hene (� n fa1; a2; a3g) [ fd; xig ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; xi). So xi is notadjaent to d.Now suppose that xi is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. �, with neighbors in � ontainedin say P 3. It is enough to show that xi is not adjaent to d. Suppose xi is adjaent to d.Suppose xi has a neighbor in P 3na3. If d is of Type t2 w.r.t. �, then d; xi ontradits Lemma8.5. If d is of Type t2p w.r.t. �, then (� n fa1; a3g) [ fd; xig ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; d). Soxi is of Type t1 w.r.t. � adjaent to a3. We have seen above that xi annot be attahedto �. So, by Lemma 10.4, there is a bad onnetion Q = y1; : : : ; ym of xi to �, where ymis of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �, adjaent to a1 and a2. If d has a neighbor in Q, let yj besuh a neighbor with highest index. Then Qyjym [ fa1; a2; a3; dg either ontains a square orindues an odd wheel with enter a2. So d does not have a neighbor in Q. If d is of Type t2pw.r.t. �, then Q [ P 1 [ fxi; a1; dg ontains a 3PC(xia3d; a1). So d is of Type t2 w.r.t. �.By Lemma 10.5 there is an attahment P = u1; : : : ; ul of d to �. Let �0 = 3PC(�;�)obtained by substituting d and its attahment P into �. By Lemma 6.1 applied to �0, xidoes not have a neighbor in P . If (P n u1) [ (Q n ym) [ P 1 [ fxi; b3g ontains a path fromxi to a1, then a shortest suh path together with a2, a3 and d indues a proper wheel withenter a3 that is not a beetle. Therefore no suh path exists and hene no node of Q n ym isadjaent to or oinident with a node of P n u1. By Lemma 6.1 applied to �0, ym does nothave a neighbor in P . Suppose u1 has a neigbor in Q and let yj be suh a neighbor withlowest index. If a03 has a neighbor in Qy1yj then a subpath of Qy1yj ontradits Lemma 6.1or Theorem 8.3 applied to �0. So a03 does not have a neighbor in Qy1yj and hene xi; Qy1yj43



ontradits Lemma 8.5 applied to �0. Therefore u1 does not have a neighbor in Q and so nonode of Q is adjaent to or oinident with a node of P . Let R be a shortest path from d toa1 in P [ P 1 [ fd; b3g. Then R [Q [ fxi; a3g indues a proper wheel with enter a3 that isnot a beetle. This ompletes the proof of Claim 1.By Claim 1, n > 1. Sine H1jH2 [ x1 is not a 2-join of H [ x1, x1 has a neighbor inP 1 [ fdg and either (i) N(x1) \ H � P 1 [ fdg, or (ii) x1 is of Type t3p w.r.t. � being asibling of a1 or b1, or (iii) x1 is of Type t3 w.r.t. � adjaent to, say, a1; a2 and a3, x1 isnot adjaent to d, and d is adjaent to a2, a3. Note that the ase where x1 is of Type t3adjaent to a1, a2, a3 and d where d is adjaent to b2, b3 annot our sine, in this ase,there is a 3PC(x1a1a3; b3). Sine H1 [ xnjH2 is not a 2-join of H [ xn, xn has a neighbor inP 2 [ P 3, and it is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p4 w.r.t. �. By Lemma 12.5, for i 2 f2; : : : ; n� 1g,xi either has no neighbor in H or N(xi) \ � = fa1; a2; a3g or fb1; b2; b3g and, furthermore,if say N(xi) \ � = fa1; a2; a3g then xi is adjaent to d if d is adjaent to a2, a3, and xiis not adjaent to d if d is adjaent to b2, b3. Let xj be the node of S with highest indexadjaent to a node of H1. By Lemma 12.10, xj; : : : ; xn is a hordless path. Note that nodesxj+1; : : : ; xn�1 have no neighbors in H.Claim 2: Let � be a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) with no P 1-rosspath. Suppose that xj is of Type t3w.r.t. �, say adjaent to b1; b2 and b3, and there is a �0 = 3PC(a1a2t; b1b2xj) that ontainsP 1 [ P 2 and suh that t is not of Type t3 w.r.t. �. Then there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �0.Proof of Claim 2: Let P 0 be the path of �0 n (P 1 [ P 2). Suppose P = y1; : : : ; ym is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �0. W.l.o.g. y1 has a neighbor in P 1. Suppose ym has a neighbor in P 2.Sine P annot be a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �, a node of P has a neighbor in P 3. Let yi be suha node with lowest index. If i 6= m then by Theorem 8.3, Py1yi is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �.So i = m and hene ym is of Type p4 w.r.t. �. But then (� n fa1; a2; a3g) [ P ontains a3PC(b1b2b3; ym). So ym has a neighbor in P 0. Suppose that P [ P 3 [ P 0 n fxj ; tg ontainsa path from y1 to P 3. Then by Theorem 8.3 applied to the shortest suh path, there is aP 1-rosspath w.r.t. �. So no suh path exists and hene t 6= a3 and no node of P 3 is adjaentto or oinident with a node of P [P 0 n fxj; tg. So t is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. �. Notethat P [ P 0 n xj ontains a hordless path T from y1 to t. If t is of Type t2 w.r.t. �, then Tontradits Lemma 8.5 applied to �. So t is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. �. Let �00 be obtainedby substituting t into �. Then T n t ontradits Theorem 8.3 applied to �00. This ompletesthe proof of Claim 2.We now onsider the following ases.Case 1: xj is of Type t3 w.r.t. �.If xn is of Type p1 or p4 w.r.t. �, then xj; : : : ; xn ontradits Lemma 8.6.Case 1.1: xn is of Type p2 w.r.t. �.W.l.o.g. xn has a neighbor in P 3 and d is adjaent to a2, a3. Suppose xj is adjaent to b1,b2 and b3. Then there is a �0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2xj) ontained in (� n b3)[ fxj ; : : : ; xng. ByClaim 2, there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �0. By Lemma 6.1, d is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �0and hene �0; d is a deomposable 3PC(�;�). But then, by Theorem 12.11, the minimalityof S is ontradited. So xj is adjaent to a1, a2 and a3. Let �0 = 3PC(a1a2xj; b1b2b3) be44



ontained in (� n a3) [ fxj ; : : : ; xng. By Claim 2, there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �0. If d isadjaent to xj, then by Lemma 6.1 applied to �0, xj is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �0, and hene�0; d is a deomposable 3PC(�;�) and the minimality of S is ontradited.So d is not adjaent to xj, and hene by Lemma 6.1, d is of Type t1 w.r.t. �0 and of Typet2 w.r.t. �. By Lemma 10.5, let Q = y1; : : : ; ym be an attahment of d to �.First we show that no node of Q is adjaent to or oinident with a node of fxj ; : : : ; xng.Suppose not and let yk be the node ofQ with highest index that has a neighbor in fxj ; : : : ; xng.Let xi be the neighbor of yk in fxj ; : : : ; xng with highest index.Suppose i 6= j. If a1 has a neighbor in Qykym�1 then let yl be suh a neighbor withlowest index. Then Qykyl ; xi; : : : ; xn ontradits Lemma 8.4 applied to �. So a1 has noneighbor in Qykym�1 . If ym is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t. �, then by Theorem 8.3applied to �, Qykym ; xi; : : : ; xn is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. �. If ym is of Type t2 w.r.t. �, thenQykym ; xi; : : : ; xn ontradits Lemma 8.5 applied to �. So ym is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. �.Let �00 be obtained by substituting ym into �. Then either Qyk+1ym�1 ; xi; : : : ; xn (if k 6= m)or xi; : : : ; xn (otherwise) ontradits Lemma 8.4 applied to �00. Therefore, i = j.If xj is adjaent to ym, then ym and �0 ontradit Lemma 6.1 (sine by our assumptionym annot be of Type t4 or t5 w.r.t. �0). So xj is not adjaent to ym, i.e. k < m. If a1does not have a neighbor in Qykym�1 , then ym is not of Type p2 w.r.t. � and hene xj; Qykymontradits Lemma 8.6 applied to �. So a1 has a neighbor in Qykym�1 . If ym is of Type t2, t2por t3p w.r.t. �, then let H 0 be the hole indued by P 2[Qykym[xj, and H 00 the hole ontainedin (P 3 na3)[Qykym [fxj ; : : : xng. If ym is of Type t1, p1 ,p2 or p3 w.r.t. �, then let v be theneighbor of ym in P 1 that is losest to b1, let H 0 be the hole indued by P 1vb1 [P 2[Qykym [xjand let H 00 be the hole ontained in P 1vb1 [ (P 3 n a3) [ Qykym [ fxj ; : : : ; xng. Sine neither(H 0; a1) nor (H 00; a1) an be an odd wheel, yk is the unique neighbor of a1 in Qykym . So ykis of Type t2 w.r.t. �0 and hene Qykym ontradits Lemma 8.5 applied to �.Therefore, no node of Q is adjaent to or oinident with a node of fxj ; : : : ; xng. Let�00 = 3PC(a2a3d;�) be obtained by substituting d and Q into �. Then xj ; : : : ; xn ontraditsLemma 8.5 applied to �00.Case 1.2: xn is of Type t1 w.r.t. �.Assume w.l.o.g. that xj is adjaent to b1, b2 and b3. If xn is adjaent to a3, then xj; : : : ; xnontradits Lemma 8.6. So xn is adjaent to b3.Claim 3: If there exists a �0 = 3PC(a1a2t; b1b2xj) that ontains P 1 [ P 2, then t is of Typet3 w.r.t. �.Proof of Claim 3: Suppose that there exists a �0 = 3PC(a1a2t; b1b2xj) that ontains P 1[P 2and suh that t is not of Type t3 w.r.t. �. Then by Claim 2, there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t.�0. Suppose d is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �0. Then �0; d is a deomposable 3PC(�;�). Now,by Theorem 12.11 applied to H = �; d and H 0 = �0; d, the minimality of S is ontradited.Therefore d annot be of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �0.Assume �rst that d is adjaent to a2 and a3. If t = a3 then d is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t.�0 by Lemma 6.1 applied to �0, a ontradition. So we may assume that t 6= a3. Sine t isadjaent to a1; a2 and it is not of Type t3 w.r.t. �, it is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. �. ByLemma 10.6(ii), d is adjaent to t, and hene by Lemma 6.1, d is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �0,a ontradition. 45



Assume now that d is adjaent to b2 and b3. If d is adjaent to xj, then by Lemma 6.1,d is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. �0, a ontradition. So d is not adjaent to xj, and hene it isof Type t1 w.r.t. �0. So d is of Type t2 w.r.t. �. By Lemma 10.5, let Q = y1; : : : ; ym bean attahment of d to �. Let �d be obtained by substituting d and Q into �. Let P 0 be thetxj-path of �0.We now show that xj has a neighbor in Q. Suppose it does not. Suppose that a nodeof Q n ym is adjaent to a node of P 0. Let yi be suh a node with lowest index. Let p be aneighbor of yi in P 0 that is losest to xj . If b1 does not have a neighbor in Qy1yi , then d;Qy1yiontradits Lemma 8.4 applied to �0. So b1 has a neighbor in Qy1yi . Let yb be suh a neighborwith lowest index. If yb = yi then yb ontradits Lemma 6.1 applied to �0. So yb 6= yi andhene d;Qy1yb ontradits Theorem 8.3 applied to �0. So no node of Q n ym is adjaent to oroinident with a node of P 0. By the same argument as above, b1 does not have a neighbor inQ n ym. Then by Lemma 8.4 applied to d;Q and �0, N(ym)\ (�[�0) = fa2; a3g and t 6= a3.If a3 has no neighbor in P 0, then Q[P 0 [ fa1; a2; a3; b2; dg indues an odd wheel with entera2. Otherwise, let u be the neighbor of a3 in P 0 that is losest to xj. Note that sine t isnot of Type t3 w.r.t. �, u 6= t. But then Q[ P 2 [P 0uxj [ fa3; dg indues a 3PC(a2a3ym; b2).Therefore, xj has a neighbor in Q.Let yi be the neighbor of xj in Q with highest index. We now show that b1 is adjaentto yi, it is not adjaent to yi+1 and it has at most two neighbors in Qyiym , and ym is not ofType p2 w.r.t. �. Suppose that b1 has no neighbor in Qyiym . Sine ym is not adjaent tob1, xj ; Qyiym and � violate Lemma 8.6. So b1 has a neighbor in Qyiym . Let R be a shortestpath from ym to b2 in (� [ ym) n fb1; b3g. Let H be the hole indued by R [Qyiym [ xj. Ifym is of Type p2 w.r.t. �, then (H; b1) is an odd wheel. So ym is not of Type p2 w.r.t. �.If (H; b1) is a line wheel, then H [ b1 [ P 1 ontains an L-parahute, ontraditing Theorem5.3. So (H; b1) is a twin wheel or a beetle, and hene the result holds.Next we show that no node of Qyiym is adjaent to or oinident with a node of P 0 n xj.Assume not and let yk be a node of Qyiym with lowest index adjaent to a node of P 0 n xj.If k 6= m then either Qyiyk ontradits Lemma 8.5 applied to �0 (if yi is the unique neighborof b1 in Qyiyk) or a subpath of Qyi+1yk ontradits Theorem 8.3 applied to �0 (otherwise).So k = m. By Lemma 6.1 applied to ym and �0, either t = a3 and ym is of Type t2,t2p or t3p w.r.t. �0, adjaent to a2; a3 and possibly a node of P 1 n a1, or t 6= a3 andN(ym)\ (�[�0) = fa1; tg. In the seond ase, t and �d violate Lemma 6.1. So t = a3. If b1has a neighbor in Qyi+1ym then Qyiym [P 0[b1 indues an odd wheel with enter b1. So b1 hasno neighbor in Qyi+1ym . But then Qyiym ontradits Lemma 8.5 applied to �0. Therefore, nonode of Qyiym is adjaent to or oinident with a node of P 0 n xj.Suppose ym is of Type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. � and let y be the neighbor of ym in P 1that is losest to a1. If b1 has a neighbor in Qyi+1ym , then either Qyiym [ P 1a1y [ P 0 [ b1 orQyiym [ P 1a1y [ P 2 [ fb1; xjg indues an odd wheel with enter b1. So b1 has no neighbor inQyi+1ym . But then Qyiym ontradits Lemma 8.5 applied to �0. Hene ym is of Type t2, t2por t3p w.r.t. �, and sine ym is not adjaent to t, t 6= a3. If b1 has a neighbor in Qyi+1ym ,then Qyiym [ P 0 [ fa2; b1g indues an odd wheel with enter b1. So b1 has no neighbor inQyi+1ym . By Lemma 8.5 applied to Qyiym and �0, ym is of Type t1 w.r.t. �0 adjaent to a2.So ym must be of Type t2 w.r.t. �, adjaent to a2 and a3. If a3 has no neighbor in P 0 thenQyiym [ P 0 [ fa1; a2; a3g indues an odd wheel with enter a2. So a3 has a neighbor in P 0.Let u be its neighbor in P 0 that is losest to xj . Sine t is not of Type t3 w.r.t. �, u 6= t. But46



then P 1 [Qyiym [P 0uxj [ a3 indues a 3PC(yib1xj ; a3). This ompletes the proof of Claim 3.Let T = (N(b1) [ b1) n b01 and let Q = y1; : : : ; ym be a diret onnetion from xn to � n Tin G n T . Let y0 = xn and Q0 = y0; Q. Note that b2 and b3 are the only nodes of � that anhave a neighbor in Q n ym. We �rst show that b2 annot have a neighbor in Q n ym. Supposeotherwise and let yk be the node of Q n ym with lowest index adjaent to b2. If yk is alsoadjaent to b3, then yk is of Type t2 w.r.t. � and therefore, by Lemma 10.5, it is attahed.Let �0 be obtained by substituting yk and one of its attahment into �. Let yi be the nodeof Q0y0yk�1 with highest index adjaent to b3. By Lemma 10.6, i 6= k � 1. Let yl be the nodeof Q0yiyk�1 with lowest index that has a neighbor in �0 n b3. By Lemma 6.1, yi is of Typet1 w.r.t. �0, and hene l 6= i. But then Q0yiyl ontradits Theorem 8.3 applied to �0. So ykis not adjaent to b3. But then Theorem 8.3 is ontradited in � by the path xn; y1; : : : ; ykwhen b3 has no neighbor in Qy1yk or a subpath starting from yk otherwise. Therefore b2 doesnot have a neighbor in Q n ym.Suppose ym is of Type p2 or p4 w.r.t. � adjaent to b3. If ym is of Type p2 w.r.t. �, then(� n b3) [ fxj ; xng ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2xj) ontraditing Claim 3. So ym is of Typep4 w.r.t. �. W.l.o.g. ym does not have a neighbor in P 2. Let R be the shortest path fromxj to ym in Q [ fxj ; : : : ; xng. If b3 is adjaent to a node of R n fxj ; ymg, then P 2 [ P 3 [ Rindues a proper wheel with enter b3 that is not a beetle. Otherwise, R ontradits Lemma8.6 applied to �. Therefore, ym is not of Type p2 or p4 w.r.t. � adjaent to b3.Let yi be the node of Q0 n ym with highest index adjaent to b3. By Lemma 8.4 appliedto Q0yiym and �, sine ym is not of Type p2 or p4 w.r.t. � adjaent to b3, ym is either ofType t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. � with a neighbor in P 3 n b3, or of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. �adjaent to a1; a2 and no node of (P 1 [ P 2) n fa1; a2g. But then (� n b3) [Q [ fxj ; : : : ; xngontains a 3PC(a1a2t; b1b2xj) that ontains P 1 [ P 2 and suh that t is not of Type t3 w.r.t.�, ontraditing Claim 3.Case 2: j = 1 and x1 is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. �.If xn is if Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. �, then by Theorem 8.3, x1; : : : ; xn is a P 1-rosspathw.r.t. �. If xn is of Type p4 w.r.t. �, then (� n fb2; b3g) [ fx1; : : : ; xng ontains a3PC(a1a2a3; xn).Case 3: j = 1 and d is the unique neighbor of x1 in H.W.l.o.g. assume that d is adjaent to a2, a3. If d is of Type t2p w.r.t. �, let �0be obtained by substituting d into �. If xn is not of Type t1 adjaent to a2 or a3, thenx1; : : : ; xn ontradits Lemma 8.4 applied to �0. If xn is of Type t1 adjaent to a2 or a3, thenx1; : : : ; xn ontradits Theorem 8.3 applied to �0.So d is of Type t2 w.r.t. �. If xn is not of Type t1 w.r.t. � adjaent to a2 or a3, thend; x1; : : : ; xn ontradits Lemma 8.5. So xn is of Type t1 w.r.t. �, w.l.o.g. adjaent to a3.Let �0 be a 3PC(�;�) obtained by substituting d and an attahment of d to � into �. Nowx1; : : : ; xn or a subpath starting from xn ontradits Theorem8.3 applied to �0.Case 4: j = 1 and x1 is of Type t3p w.r.t. �.W.l.o.g. x1 is a sibling of b1. Let �0 be obtained by substituting x1 into �. Let v be theneighbor of x1 in P 1 that is losest to a1. If xn is not of Type t1 w.r.t. � adjaent to b2 or b3,then x2; : : : ; xn ontradits Lemma 8.4 applied to �0. So xn is of Type t1 w.r.t. �, w.l.o.g.47



adjaent to b3. If n 6= 2, then x1; : : : ; xn ontradits Theorem 8.3 in �0. So n = 2.Let T = (N(b1) [ b1) n b01 and let Q = y1; : : : ; ym be a diret onnetion from xn to � n Tin G n T . As in Case 1.2, b2 does not have a neighbor in Q n ym. By Lemma 8.4 appliedto � and xn; Q (if b3 does not have a neighbor in Q n ym) or a subpath of Q (otherwise),ym is either of Type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. � with a neighbor in P 3 n b3, or of Type p2 or p4w.r.t. � adjaent to b3, or of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. � adjaent to a1; a2 and no node of(P 1 [ P 2) n fa1; a2g.Let xn = y0 and Q0 = y0; Q. Let yi be the node of Q0 with highest index adjaent to x1.By Lemma 6.1 applied to �0 and sine ym annot be of Type t4d w.r.t. �0, i 6= m. If b3 doesnot have a neighbor in Q0yiym�1 , then Q0yiym ontradits Lemma 8.4 applied to �0. So b3 has aneighbor in Q0yiym�1 . Let yl be suh a node with lowest index. If l 6= i, then Qyiyl ontraditsTheorem 8.3 in �0. So b3 is adjaent to yi. If b3 does not have a neighbor in Q0yi+1ym�1 ,then Q0yiym ontradits Lemma 8.5 applied to �0. So b3 has a neighbor in Q0yi+1ym�1 . If ymis of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. �, then let C be the hole indued by P 2 [ Q0yiym [ x1 andC 0 the hole indued by P 1a1v [ Q0yiym [ x1. Then (C; b3) or (C 0; b3) is an odd wheel. If ymis of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t. �, then let C be the hole passing through x1 ontainedin P 2 [ (P 3 n b3) [ Q0yiym [ x1 and C 0 the hole ontained in P 1a1v [ (P 3 n b3) [ Q0yiym [ x1.Then (C; b3) or (C 0; b3) is an odd wheel. So ym is of Type p4 w.r.t. �. Sine there is noP 1-rosspath w.r.t. �, ym does not have a neighbor in P 1. Hene, P 1a1v [ P 3 [ Q0yiym [ x1indues a proper wheel with enter b3 that is not a beetle. 2Referenes[1℄ C. Berge, F�arbung von Graphen deren s�amtlihe bzw. deren ungerade Kreise starrsind (Zusammenfassung),Wissenshaftlihe Zeitshrift, Martin Luther Universit�at Halle-Wittenberg, Mathematish-Naturwissenshaftlihe Reihe (1961) 114-115.[2℄ M. Chudnovsky, N. Robertson, P. Seymour and R. Thomas, The strong perfet graphtheorem, tehnial report, Prineton University (2002).[3℄ V. Chv�atal, Star utsets and perfet graphs, J. Combin. Theory B 39 (1985) 189-199.[4℄ V. Chv�atal, J. Fonlupt, L. Sun and A. Zemirline, Reognizing dart-free perfet graphs,tehnial report, Rutgers University (2000).[5℄ M. Conforti and G. Cornu�ejols, Graphs without odd holes, parahutes or proper wheels:a generalization of Meyniel graphs and of line graphs of bipartite graphs (1999), toappear in Journal of Combinatorial Theory B .[6℄ M. Conforti, G. Cornu�ejols, A. Kapoor and K. Vu�skovi�, A Mikey Mouse deompositiontheorem, Proeedings of the Fourth International Integer Programming and Combinato-rial Optimization Conferene, Copenhagen, Denmark (E. Balas and J. Clausen eds.),Leture Notes in Computer Siene 920 (1995) 321-328.[7℄ M. Conforti, G. Cornu�ejols, A. Kapoor and K. Vu�skovi�, Even-hole-free graphs, Part I:Deomposition theorem, Journal of Graph Theory 39 (2002) 6-49.48
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